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Abstract
Composite materials exhibit a complex failure behaviour, which may be
further affected by various defects that arise either during the manufacturing
process or during the service life of the component. A detailed understanding
of the failure behaviour, and the factors affecting it, is essential for designing
composite structures that are safer, more durable and economical.
First part of this thesis gives an overview of typical failure mechanisms in
composite materials and describes mathematical theories, currently being used
in analysing and predicting the failure. Different types of defects are reviewed
and their effects on composite materials performance briefly discussed. Delam-
inations are described in more detail together with basic fracture mechanics
principles and their application in the analysis and experimental testing of
composite materials.
The second part focuses on delamination at an interface of two different
materials. An experimental measurement of fracture toughness was performed
under three types of loading conditions in order to determine a delamination
failure criterion based on a ratio of mode I and mode II. As a part of the ex-
periment, a novel method of measuring the crack length based on digital image
processing was developed and also a new type of delamination initiation point
definition proposed. Analytical equations for calculating the energy release rate
from experimentally measured data were reviewed and extended to account for
different elastic moduli of the two materials at the interface. Analytical and
finite element investigation revealed that the mode I and mode II contribu-
tions are dependent on the distance from the crack tip and therefore a failure
criterion based on the mixed mode ratio cannot be used.
Key words
Delamination, Interface, Fracture, Strength, Failure, Composite, Mixed
mode, Delamination testing, Energy release rate, Digital image processing,
Crack length
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Abstrakt
Kompozitn´ı materia´ly se projevuj´ı komplexn´ım zp˚usobem porusˇova´n´ı, ktere´
mu˚zˇe by´t da´le ovlivneˇno prˇ´ıtomnost´ı r˚uzny´ch poruch plynouc´ıch z vy´robn´ıch
process˚u nebo se vyskytuj´ıc´ıch v pr˚ubeˇhu zˇivota soucˇa´sti. Du˚kladne´ porozmeˇn´ı
proces˚u porusˇova´n´ı a jejich okolnost´ı je nezbytne´ pro navrhova´n´ı kompozitn´ıch
konstrukc´ı, jenzˇ budou bezpecˇneˇjˇs´ı, trvanliveˇjˇs´ı a ekonomicˇteˇjˇs´ı.
V prvn´ı cˇa´sti disertacˇn´ı pra´ce jsou popsa´ny zp˚usoby porusˇova´n´ı kompozit˚u
a uvedeny soucˇasne´ matematicke´ metody pro analy´zu a vy´pocˇet u´nosnosti.
Da´le jsou zde vyjmenova´ny hlavn´ı druhy vad a strucˇneˇ diskutova´n jejich vliv
na vlastnosti kompozitn´ıch materia´l˚u. Zvla´sˇtn´ı d˚uraz je kladen na delami-
nace, spolecˇneˇ se za´kladn´ımi principy lomove´ mechaniky a jejich uplatneˇn´ı prˇi
vy´pocˇtech a zkousˇen´ı kompozit˚u.
Druha´ cˇa´st je zameˇrˇena na delaminace na rozhrann´ı dvou r˚uzny´ch ma-
terial˚u. Lomova´ houzˇevnatost byla experimanta´lneˇ meˇrˇena ve trˇech typech
zat´ızˇen´ı za u´cˇelem stanoven´ı poruchove´ho krite´ria zalozˇene´ho na pod´ılu mo´du
I a mo´du II. Beˇhem tohoto experimentu byla vyvinuta nova´ metoda meˇrˇen´ı
de´lky trhliny pomoc´ı digita´n´ıho zpracova´n´ı obrazu a rovneˇzˇ byla navrzˇena nova´
definice pocˇa´tku sˇ´ıˇren´ı trhliny. Analyticke´ vztahy pro vy´pocˇet mı´ry uvolneˇn´ı
deformacˇn´ı energie z nameˇrˇeny´ch dat byly rozsˇ´ıˇreny o vliv rozd´ılny´ch elasticke´
parametr˚u materia´l˚u na rozhrann´ı. Podrobneˇjˇs´ı prozkouma´n´ı analyticky´ch vz-
tah˚u a vy´pocˇet metodou konecˇny´ch prvk˚u odhalil, zˇe pod´ıl mo´du I a mo´du II je
za´visly´ na vzda´lenosti od cˇela trhliny a poruchove´ krite´rium zalozˇene´ na pod´ılu
smı´ˇsenosti tak nemu˚zˇe by´t pouzˇito.
Kl´ıcˇova´ slova
Delaminace, Rozhrann´ı, Lom, Porucha, Pevnost, Kompozit, Smı´ˇseny´ mo´d,
Zkousˇen´ı delaminac´ı, Rychlost uvoleneˇn´ı energie, Digita´ln´ı zpracova´n´ı obrazu,
De´lka trhliny
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1 Introduction
In material science, an ability of a material to withstand an applied load without
failure is commonly called the strength. Sometimes also the term load-carrying
capacity is also used. Even for a simple example such as uniaxially loaded
member from isotropic material, several failure points can be defined, depending
on the purpose of the structure and whether the material response is ductile or
brittle. The most often used limit states of the material are yield strength and
ultimate strength. Besides this, structures can also fail by a loss of stiffness in
compression, i.e. buckling, also by shear, fatigue, creep, corrosion and wear.
Nevertheless, when we talk about the strength and load-carrying capacity of
structures, the term failure is most often connected with a fracture and breakage
of the component which is the most unambiguous sign that the structure is not
able to withstand more loading.
Understanding how materials fail is essential for designing safer and more
reliable structures. Many failure theories have been developed in the past for
homogeneous materials with various level of success. The advances of new com-
posite materials during the last several decades has brought many advantages
but also many challenges for the engineers. The non-homogeneous and com-
plex structure of composite materials leads into many more failure modes, both
on microscopic and macroscopic scale. The number of constituent materials
and their possible arrangements makes it almost impossible to define a unified
failure theory.
Modern composite materials are finding increasing application in aerospace,
transportation, energy, and many other industries due to the advantages in per-
formance, structural efficiency and cost they provide. Manufacturing process of
composite components may result in the presence or introduction of unwanted
defects such as voids, resin-rich areas, and inclusions. Although many of these
so called defects may be difficult to detect, their effects on the overall structural
integrity may be very dangerous. Damage and general material degradation can
also occur during the in-service operation of composite components. Typical
causes of such damage are continuous cyclic loading, rapid changes in local tem-
perature, and impact loading. Often, damage develops over a period of months
or years, and is not immediately visible to even the trained eye. However, once
the size of defect or stress-raiser reaches a critical value, failure can be catas-
trophic and consequences severe. Clearly, there is a strong need to identify the
various types of damage and defects that occur in composite materials during
manufacture and operational service and assess their effects on the performance
and safety of the structure.
One of the most commonly observed failure modes in composite materials is
delamination. The most common sources of delamination are the material and
structural discontinuities that give rise to interlaminar stresses. Delaminations
occur at stress-free edges due to a mismatch in properties of the individual lay-
ers, at ply drops (both internal and external) where thickness must be reduced,
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and at regions subjected to out-of-plane loading, such as bending of curved
beams. Debonding is another commonly observed failure, which is closely re-
lated to delamination. Both, delamination and debonding are often consid-
ered as one phenomenon, which can be analysed with identical assumptions
and methods. Fracture mechanics is a useful tool for approaching composite
delamination and debonding, due to the crack-like type of discontinuity ac-
companying these defects. The harmful effects of delamination and debonding
have made these defects the subject of particularly extensive research. This in-
cludes extension of the fundamental principles of fracture mechanics to include
anisotropy typically present in composite materials, development of standard
test procedures for delamination resistance testing, and including numerical
computational methods into FE codes.
Delamination at bi-material interfaces needs to be investigated with spe-
cial attention. A stress-singularity is present at the vertex of the bi-material
interface due to mismatch in elastic parameters. Also state-of-art of the stan-
dardised test methods for delamination resistance doesn’t include the effect of
crack propagating between two dissimilar materials. In reality the delamina-
tion occurrence is highly probable at the interface of two different materials;
therefore the analysis and testing methods must be established to include these
facts.
This thesis is divided into two main parts. First part, the literature review,
gives an overview of typical failure mechanisms in composite materials and de-
scribes mathematical theories, currently being used in analysing and predicting
the failure. Delaminations are described in more detail together with basic
fracture mechanics principles and their application in the analysis and exper-
imental testing of composite materials. Next, main type of defects that may
occur in a composite structure, either during the manufacture or during the
service life, are described and the possible effects of defects on the structural
performance and material strength are discussed. First part of the thesis is
concluded with a summary of composite materials testing methods, which is
an important part in understanding the failure. Special attention is given to a
delamination and fracture toughness testing.
Second part of the thesis describes the author’s experimental work on the de-
lamination at bi-material interfaces. The test methods and analysis are adopted
from fracture toughness testing of composite materials and extended to account
for materials with different moduli in the beam test specimen. In this work,
a combination of glass and carbon composite is tested over a range of mixed
mode conditions; however the methods can be used in any other combination
of any two materials. A crack length measurement is an important part of
the experimental procedure. A new method of automated crack length mea-
surement by digital image processing has been developed which improves the
currently used procedures, where the measurement accuracy is dependent on
the test operator. This method works best for the mode I testing and can also
be used for traditional single material fracture toughness measurements.
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2 Literature review
2.1 Composite materials
Composite structures have become a widespread engineering concept during
past decades. Cars, trains, marine structures, wind turbines, spacecraft, med-
ical tools, sporting goods and many others are often made from modern com-
posite materials now. In a broad sense, composite material is a material made
from two or more constituent materials, which include steel reinforced concrete,
ceramic composites, metal and plastic composites. In a more narrow sense, the
term composite materials is often used for fibre reinforced plastic materials,
as is the case throughout this thesis. In fibre reinforce plastic, usually some
sort of reinforcing fibre with high strength and stiffness is combined with plas-
tic matrix, which provides continuous bonding between the fibres. The most
common types of fibres are glass, carbon and aramid. The matrix material
usually consists of a thermoset or thermoplastic polymer. Depending on a fibre
arrangement and orientation, composites can be unidirectional or multidirec-
tional. Very often, several layers with different fibre orientations are stacked in
multi-layered composites, generally referred to as laminates.
The history of composite materials in general dates as back as prehistoric
times, when mud and straw were used for simple building constructions. Also,
the wood, a natural composite material, has been used for many structures in
the past as well as today. The fibre reinforce composites have started to emerge
at the beginning of the 20th century. Originally, the fibreglass has found its use
in car and boat manufacture. Later, during the second half of the 20th century,
composite became wide spread material, mainly because their high specific
stiffness and strength. The aviation industry has been the main contributor in
this area but composite materials are very important also in other applications,
where low weight and high stiffness is an advantage, such as wind turbines and
sporting equipment.
The main reason for composite’s material growing success is the weight-
saving factor. Compared to the conventional metallic materials, they offer
higher strength-to-weight and stiffness-to-weight ratios. Another advantage is
that the material can be tailored for a specific application by altering the fibre
directions. Also corrosion resistance and fatigue properties are generally better
compared to the metals. On the other hand, composite materials have com-
plicated manufacturing process, poor through-thickness characteristics, great
sensitivity to environmental heat and moisture and poor energy absorption
and impact damage resistance. Also, composite materials are often associated
with higher cost.
The demand for composite materials across all sectors is only expected to
grow during next years. This extensive usage also brings many research and
engineering topics. Many details of the composite materials mechanics, both
on micro- and macro-scale need to be understood in more detail, so the new
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composite structures can be designed safer, more durable and economic. The
understanding of composite failure mechanisms and effects of manufacturing
and in-service defects is an essential part of this.
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2.2 Failure of laminated composites
There is no clear definition of what ’failure’ in composite laminates actually
means. In general, a structure is considered as failed, when it ceases to fulfil its
function. For example, someone designing a composite pipe might consider a
liquid leaking through the pipe wall as a failure, for others it might be a certain
loss of stiffness or even total structural disintegration. So, from this point of
view, it is a clearly a matter of purpose how the failure is understood and it is
likely to be different for various applications.
Certainly, the failure of composite materials is a complex process, consisting
mainly of matrix cracking, interface debonding, fibre breakage and interaction
of these. The evolution of the damage depends on many factors such as ori-
entation of the fibres, matrix content, general state of stress in the material
and other environmental effects. One might expect that after more than 50
years of development and successful usage of composite materials in numerous
applications, in many of them as a primary load bearing structures, the design
procedures and strength prediction methods are fully mature. On the contrary,
the design practices place little or no reliance on the ability to predict the ul-
timate strength of the structure with any great accuracy. Failure theories are
often used in the initial sizing of a component, beyond that point experimen-
tal tests on coupons and structural elements are used to determine the global
design allowables. A ’make and test’ approach combined with generous safety
factors is a commonplace, which simply is too costly and slow. It is clear that
improved design methods and modelling techniques and better understanding
of the failure processes can significantly improve this. One of the latest efforts
in this area is the World-Wide Failure Exercise (WWFE). [1]
A common approach to predict the failure of a composite laminate is to
calculate stresses or strains at a lamina level, where the onset of the damage is
then called ’first ply failure’. Different failure criteria can be used at the lamina
level, as further described in Section 2.3.2. Often laminates have substantial
strength remaining after the first ply failure and further analysis needs to be
done to calculate the laminate ultimate strength. A conservative approach is
to assume that the contribution of the failed ply is reduced to zero. However,
this might be far from the truth, especially when the failure is dominated by
matrix, where the fibres might still be able to transfer loads to some extent.
Another weak point of this approach is that it neglects any interaction of fail-
ures, while in reality the cracks might grow from one ply to another and local
stress concentrations are likely to have influence on the damage progression.
Another important mode of failure is a delamination, which can have various
effects on the strength of the whole laminate, depending on it location, extent
and loading type. Also, composite laminate parts are usually thin walled struc-
tures and thus a buckling, either global or local, needs to be considered for
the prediction of the structural strength. Fatigue is the next important type
of failure potentially affecting composite materials structures. All of these are
described in more detail in following chapters.
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2.2.1 Lamina failure
Several failure mechanisms can be identified in a composite ply, both macro-
scopic and microscopic. These include matrix cracking, plastic flow, fibre-
matrix debonding, fibre pull-out and fibre fracture. The relative contribution
of each during the fracture will depend upon many parameters, mainly on the
loading type, fibre and matrix properties, stacking sequence, part geometry.
Matrix cracking is usually the first failure to occur. It starts at regions
of higher stresses or stress concentrations, also around manufacturing imper-
fections, in areas of high porosity or fibre waviness. Originally small isolated
micro-cracks grow and coalesce together to form larger macroscopic cracks.
This can lead to decrease in stiffness and to locally overloading fibres, which
then break.
Fibres can fail mainly in tension and in compression. When a single fi-
bre fails in tension, the load concentration in the adjacent fibres increases the
probability that a second fibre will break. This again increases a probability
of additional fibre breaks and so on. In compression, the situation is different.
Fibres in compression do not fail by simple compression but rather by local
buckling. The actual behaviour is very complex and depends on the stiffness
of the two components, residual stresses and fibre volume fraction.
The internal fibre structure of a lamina is an important factor in the failure
process. Damage will propagate differently in unidirectional lamina or in woven
lamina. Many mathematical theories have been developed as an extension or
modification of failure theories of homogeneous materials. The most important
ones are described in more detail in Chapter 2.3.2. It is important to note,
that many of these theories were developed mainly for unidirectional composite
materials and their application to woven fabric laminates is not always appro-
priate.
2.2.2 Delaminations
A separation of the layers of material in a laminate is called delamination.
Sometimes, also the term debonding is used. This may be local or may cover a
large area of the laminate. It may occur at any time in the cure or subsequent
life of the laminate and may arise from a wide variety of causes. One of the main
causes is geometric or material discontinuity, such as free edges, ply drops, sharp
corners and transitions (see Figure 2.1). Impact damage is another important
source of delamination. The delamination itself, depending on the scale, may
not cause a catastrophic failure, but it is often a precursor to such an event.
Small delaminations from several sources can grow and accumulate, eventually
leading to a fatigue failure. The composite delamination represents the most
commonly observed macroscopic damage mechanism in laminated composite
structures. Many efforts have been made to analyse this failure mode as is
described in more detail in Chapter 2.3.3.
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Figure 2.1: Sources of delamination [2]
2.2.3 Buckling
Buckling is a failure mode that can happen usually under compressive stresses,
characterized by geometrical instability under which the structure will fail ear-
lier than the theoretical compressive strength of the component is reached. It
is mainly a concern for thin walls and plates. Also with regard to the compos-
ite materials, buckling can be a dangerous failure mode. We can distinguish
between two types of buckling. First is a macro-buckling, associated with out-
of plane displacements of the whole component. Buckling load is determined
by the stiffness of the laminate, together with the geometry and boundary
conditions. The buckling load can be calculated by the same equations as
traditionally used for structures from isotropic materials. Second form is a
micro-buckling of individual fibres, which is associated with the compressive
strength of the composite material. Local buckling of fibres can take two forms
as shown in Figure 2.2; shear mode and transverse extension mode. The most
likely mode is that producing the lowest energy in the system. Micro-buckling
load depends on elastic properties of the fibres and matrix and also on the fibre
volume fraction. When delaminations are present in the laminate under com-
pressive load, the sub-laminate buckling is another failure mechanism occurring
in composites. The delamination breaks the laminate into sub-laminates, each
having associated stiffness, stability and strength characteristic. The stability
of sub-laminate plates is strongly tied with ultimate compressive failure of the
whole laminate.
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Figure 2.2: Fibre local buckling modes
2.2.4 Fatigue
Fatigue in metals occurs by the initiation of a single crack and its intermittent
propagation until catastrophic failure occurs with little warning and no sign of
gross distortion, even in highly ductile metals, except at the final tensile re-
gion of fracture. In contrast to homogeneous materials, composites accumulate
damage in a general rather than a localised fashion, and fracture does not al-
ways occur by propagation of a single macroscopic crack. The microstructural
mechanisms of damage accumulation, including fibre/matrix debonding, ma-
trix cracking, delamination and fibre fracture, occur sometimes independently
and sometimes interactively, and the predominance of one or other of them may
be strongly affected by both material’ variables and testing conditions. [3] The
difference between fatigue behaviour of a composite and of a metal structure is
schematically showed in Figure 2.3. The damage in composites propagates in a
less regular manner and damage modes can change. Also the quantitative dif-
ference usually seen in metals, where the long and slow rate initiation is followed
by more rapid propagation, appears to be less apparent with composites.
Although high volume-fraction carbon/epoxy and other carbon fibre-based
laminates exhibit extremely good fatigue resistance, this is not the case for
lower stiffness laminates such as glass/epoxy. [5]
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of fatigue behaviour in metals and composites [4]
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2.3 Failure theories
The mechanical behaviour of isotropic materials (metals, ceramics and poly-
mers) had been a fairly mature field when in the early 1960s composite ma-
terials such as glass/polyester and carbon/epoxy began emerging as promising
materials of the future. It was natural for the scientific community then to
apply and extend concepts and analyses developed for the monolithic materials
to composites. In the decades that followed, great success was achieved in mi-
cromechanics estimates of effective elastic properties, homogenization, laminate
plate theory, etc. However, theories for treating failure of composite materials
did not succeed to the same extent. In fact after numerous efforts extend-
ing over approximately five decades many uncertainties and controversies still
remain in predicting composite failure. [6] The majority of the developed meth-
ods or theories are based on a phenomenological approach to a UD lamina. In
general, extensive experiments on the composite lamina are necessary in order
to determine the critical strength parameters involved in the phenomenologi-
cal or macro-mechanical strength theory. Such experiments may be difficult or
expensive, and even impossible in some circumstances. [7]
2.3.1 Isotropic materials failure
Most of these phenomenological failure theories for composite materials can be
considered more or less as a generalization from failure theories of isotropic
materials. These theories are usually applied in the form of material principal
stresses (σ1, σ2, σ3, where σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ σ3). The most widely used strength
theories for isotropic materials are expressed below.
Maximum normal stress theory
The theory of failure due to the maximum normal stress is generally attributed
to W. J. M. Rankine [8]. The theory states that a brittle material will fail when
the maximum principal stress, σ1, exceeds the ultimate value from uniaxial test,
σu, independent of whether other components of the stress tensor are present.
σ1 ≥ σu (2.1)
Maximum distortional energy theory (von Mises)[9]
This theory was proposed for yield failure of ductile materials. According to
this theory, a ductile solid will yield when the distortion energy reaches a critical
value for the material. The equivalent stress to characterize the distorted energy
can be expressed in the terms of principal stresses as
σeq =
√
(σ1 − σ2)2+ (σ2 − σ3)2 + (σ3 − σ1)2
2
(2.2)
The maximum distorted energy theory postulates that no matter whether
a ductile material is under a uniaxial or multi-axial state of stress, the yield
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failure of the material occurs if its equivalent stress, defined by 2.2 , attains a
limit value σy. The failure criterion is thus
σeq ≥ σy (2.3)
where σy is the yield strength of the material corresponding to a uniaxial
loading test.
Maximum shear stress theory (Tresca)
The maximum shearing stress theory comes from the experimental observation
that a ductile material yields as a result of slip or shear along crystalline planes.
According to the maximum shear stress theory, the material yields when the
maximum shear stress at a point equals the critical shear stress value for that
material.
τmax = max
(
σ1 − σ2
2
,
σ2 − σ3
2
,
σ1 − σ3
2
)
≥ τ y = σy
2
(2.4)
2.3.2 Lamina failure
The most common lamina failure theories are developed phenomenologically
and are to some extent a generalization from corresponding failure theories
of isotropic materials. In general, these theories are directly applied to the
stress components of the composite laminae, but in their local (or material)
coordinate system. 1 Usually they are defined for a thin orthotropic lamina in
a plane stress condition. Lamina failure criteria can be categorized into three
main groups:
 Limit criteria - these criteria predict failure only by comparing lamina
stresses with corresponding strengths. The interaction between stresses
is not considered. Among these criteria belong Maximum stress criterion
and Maximum strain criterion.
 Interactive criteria - these criteria predict the failure load by using a
single polynomial equation involving all stress (or strain) components.
Many such criteria were proposed. The most notable are: Tsai-Hill and
Tsai-Wu criterion
 Separate mode criteria - there is a separate failure criterion for different
failure modes, with accounting for some interaction between them. Most
used criteria from this group are Hashin failure criterion and Puck failure
criterion
1Often the term ’principal stress’ is used for failure theories in general. However it is
important to distinguish between:
(a) Principal stress, which is used often for isotropic material failure theories. Here the
principal stress is defined as component of the stress tensor when the basis is changed
in such a way that the shear stress components become zero.
(b) Material principal stress, which is used for composite materials. Here it means the
stress in main material coordinate system, i.e. along the fibres etc.
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Maximum stress and strain criteria
These two theories are based on the assumption that there can exist three
possible modes of failure caused by stresses σ11, σ22, and τ12 or strains ε11, ε22,
and γ12, when they reach the corresponding ultimate values. Mathematically,
the maximum stress failure criteria can be expressed as
σ11 ≥
{
XT if σ11 > 0
XC if σ11 < 0
(2.5)
σ22 ≥
{
YT if σ22 > 0
YC if σ22 < 0
(2.6)
τ12 ≥ S (2.7)
where
XT , XC are tensile and compressive strength in longitudinal (fiber) direction
YT , YC are tensile and compressive strength in transverse direction
S is maximum shear strength.
Maximum strain failure criterion is similar to the maximum stress failure
criterion, but it is formulated in terms of strain in material principal axes. The
maximum stress and strain failure theories generally yield different results and
are not extremely accurate. The main inaccuracy in this theory comes from
the assumption that there is no interaction between the failure modes and they
are completely separate. Despite this fact, they are often used because of their
simplicity.
Tsai-Hill failure criterion
The Tsai-Hill failure criterion is considered and extension of the von Mises yield
failure criterion. The original isotropic material yield criterion by von Mises was
generalized by Hill in 1948 [10] for anisotropic materials. Later in 1965, Azzi
and Tsai [11] applied Hill’s theory to a thin orthotropic lamina. The Tsai-Hill
failure criterion takes form
σ211
X2
+
σ222
Y 2
− σ11σ22
X2
+
τ 212
S2
≥ 1 (2.8)
where
X =
{
XT if σ11 > 0
XC if σ11 < 0
(2.9)
Y =
{
YT if σ22 > 0
YC if σ22 < 0
(2.10)
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This criterion was the first attempt to account for an interaction of failure modes
in multi-axial stress state, which is closer to the reality than the maximum
stress criterion. Nevertheless, it is rooted in the mechanism of yielding, and
therefore is appropriate for orthotropic metal sheets, its adaptation to failure of
a unidirectional composite raises severe doubts about its validity because of the
diverse failure mechanisms that operate under different imposed stress states
as described by Telreja [6].
Tsai-Wu failure criterion
Tsai-Wu [12] theory is a simplification of a general anisotropic failure theory by
Gol’denblat and Kopnov. The most compact form for expressing the Tsai-Wu
failure criterion is through tensor notation:
Fiσi + Fijσiσj ≥ 1 i, j = 1, 2, ..., 6 (2.11)
where Fi and Fij are strength tensors. For an orthotropic lamina it can be
expressed in a form
σ211
XTXC
+
σ222
YTYC
− σ11σ22√
XTXCY TYC
+
τ 212
S2
+
XC −XT
XTXC
σ11+
YC − YT
YTYC
σ22 ≥ 1 (2.12)
The graphically this is a single failure surface in the form of ellipsoid. This
failure criterion show much better correlation with experimental results. The
only region which it does not work very well is for fibre compression failure.
However, the fact remains that the ellipsoidal representation of the strength of
thin sheets of unidirectional composites in the in-plane stress components is only
a postulate that is not motivated or supported by any physical consideration
of the failure mechanisms. [6]
Puck failure criterion
Puck [13] followed the failure theory framework of Hashin. A lot of new symbols
and terminology have been introduced in Puck’s theory. It also recognizes fibre
failure and matrix failure modes as Hashin, however the later one was renamed
as inter fibre failure mode. An elaborate procedure is proposed for evaluating
the inclination of the failure plane and the critical tractions on the failure plane,
resulting in very adaptable 7-parameter model. The Puck criterion recognizes
three different inter-fibre failure modes, referred to as modes A, B, and C. These
inter-fibre failure modes are distinguished by the orientation of the fracture
planes relative to the reinforcing fibres. A comprehensive description of Puck’s
theory and its mathematical details can be found in the German guideline VDI
2014 Part 3 [14]
With a large number of empirical constants in Puck’s failure theory, its abil-
ity to describe failure data is better than all previous failure theories. However,
some of the seven constants associated with failure in the matrix are difficult
to determine, even for a UD composite layer. [15]
Failure theories limitations
Over the years, many composite laminates failure theories have been proposed.
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However, there was a very little evidence of their accuracy and general usabil-
ity. An extensive research program, called the World Wide Failure Exercise [1]
(WWFE) has been conducted between the 1996 and 2004, when 19 theories
for predicting failure in composite laminates have been tested against experi-
mental evidence. The comparison has been made through 14 carefully selected
test cases, which include biaxial strength envelopes for a range of unidirec-
tional and multi-directional laminates, and stress-strain curves for a range of
multi-directional laminates, loaded under uniaxial or biaxial conditions. The
predictions were provided by the originators of the theories, not by third par-
ties, and were made without access to the experimental results beforehand.
The predictions and experimental data have been compared in a systematic
and detailed manner, to identify the strengths and weaknesses of each theory,
together with a ranking of the overall effectiveness of each theory. [16]
Results of the WWFE are summarized in [1], together with a recommen-
dations for designers. Basically, none of the theories give satisfactory results
for all cases, but the most promising theories were identified. Also, there are
number of topics, which have not been assessed by WWFE, such as delamina-
tion initiations, buckling, and effect of fibre reinforcement such as woven and
non-woven cloth.
One of the problems identified by WWFE is the lack of implementation of
the most successful theories in user friendly computer codes and state of the art
finite element packages. There are many ways to implement a failure theory into
a code and this can influence the predictions made. Thus, there is no guarantee
that, for instance, a theory used within an FE idealisation and the same theory
employed in an analytical model by the originator of that theory, will produce
equivalent predictions. One of those, who decline participating in WWFE was
professor Hashin, who is very well known by the composite community and his
letter to the organizers is worth noting [1]:
”My only work in this subject relates to failure criteria of unidirec-
tional fibre composites, not to laminates. I do not believe that even
the most complete information about failure of single plies is suffi-
cient to predict the failure of a laminate, consisting of such plies. A
laminate is a structure which undergoes a complex damage process
(mostly of cracking) until it finally fails. The analysis of such a
process is a prerequisite for failure analysis. While significant ad-
vances have been made in this direction we have not yet arrived
at the practical goal of failure prediction. I must say to you that
I personally do not know how to predict the failure of a laminate
(and furthermore, that I do not believe that anybody else does.”
The organizers of WWFE initiated a two more competitions, which at-
tempted to analyse these theories against a number of tri-axial test cases
(WWFE-II), and gain more insight into the prediction of evolving composite
damage (WWFE-III). The results of WWFE-II have been published in spe-
cial issue of Journal of Composite Materials [17]. WWFE-III is still being
conducted.
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Another limitation of the phenomenological failure theories lies in their in-
ability to account for manufacturing defects that are inevitable in practical
composite structures. In recent years, the composite structural applications
have increased in non-aerospace fields such as wind turbine blades and auto-
motive structures, where cost requirements do not allow high levels of quality
control of manufacturing processes and limit in-service inspection. The impor-
tance of accounting for manufacturing defects in the design phase has therefore
become vital. [15]
2.3.3 Delamination
A complete understanding of composite delamination requires an appreciation
for the fundamental principles of fracture mechanics and how these principles
have been extended from the original concepts developed for isotropic materials.
There are two alternative approaches to fracture analysis: the energy criterion
and the stress intensity approach. These two approaches are equivalent in
certain circumstances. Both are discussed briefly below. [18]
Stress intensity factor
Figure 2.4 schematically shows an element near the tip of crack in an elastic
material, together with the in-plane stresses on this element. The stresses for
the isotropic case at a point near the crack tip defined by polar coordinates r,
θ can be expressed as
Figure 2.4: Stresses near the crack tip of a crack in an elastic material
σx =
KI√
2pir
f1(θ) (2.13)
σy =
KI√
2pir
f2(θ) (2.14)
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τxy =
KI√
2pir
f3(θ) (2.15)
where fi(θ) are trigonometric function of the angle. [19] Note that each
stress component is proportional to a single constant, KI . If this constant is
known, the entire stress distribution at the crack tip can be computed. This
constant, which is called stress intensity factor, completely characterizes the
crack tip conditions in a linear material. For the plate illustrated in Figure 2.5,
the stress intensity factor is given by
KI = σ
√
pia (2.16)
If one assumes that the material fails locally at some critical combination
of stress and strain, then it follows that fracture must occur at critical stress
intensity, KIc. Thus KIc is a measure of fracture toughness. One of the major
drawbacks of the stress intensity approach is that a stress analysis of the crack
tip region is required. While such analyses have been done for variety of load-
ing conditions and crack geometries for isotropic materials, the corresponding
analyses for anisotropic materials have only been done for relatively few cases
because of mathematical difficulties. [19]
Strain energy release rate
The energy approach states that crack extension occurs when the energy avail-
able for crack growth is sufficient to overcome the resistance of material. The
material resistance may include the surface energy, plastic work, or other type
of energy dissipation associated with a propagating crack. Present version of
this approach is based on the work of Griffith [20] and Irwin [21]. The energy
release rate, G, is defined as the rate of change in potential energy with crack
area for a linear elastic material. At the moment of fracture, G = Gc, the crit-
ical energy release rate which is a measure of fracture toughness. For a crack
of length 2a in an infinite plate subject to a remote tensile stress (Figure 2.5),
the energy release rate is given by
G =
piσ2a
E
(2.17)
where E is Young’s modulus, σ is the remotely applied stress, and a is the
half crack length. At fracture, G = Gc, and Equation (2.17) describes the
critical combination of stress an crack size for failure:
Gc =
piσ2fac
E
(2.18)
Comparing equations (2.17) and (2.16) results in a relationship between KI
and G:
G =
K2I
E
(2.19)
Thus, the energy and stress intensity approaches to fracture mechanics are
essentially equivalent for linear elastic materials.
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Figure 2.5: Through-thickness crack in an infinite plate subject to a remote
tensile stress
The strain energy release rate approach has an easily understood physical
interpretation that is equally valid for either isotropic or anisotropic materials,
and it turns out that this rate is also related to the stress intensity factor. The
strain energy release rate approach has proved to be a powerful tool in both
experimental and computational studies of crack growth.[12]
Loading modes
There are three types of loading that crack can experience, as Figure 2.6 illus-
trates. Mode I loading, where the principal load is applied normal to the crack
plane, tends to open the crack. Mode II corresponds to in-plane shear loading
and tends to slide one crack face with respect to the other. Mode III refers to
out-of-plane shear. A cracked body can be loaded in any one of these modes,
or a combination of two or three modes.
The most usual fracture mode to be considered is the opening mode I which
results from stresses normal to crack. In homogeneous isotropic materials, even
if other type of loading is present, a propagating crack seeks the path of least
resistance and need not be confined to its initial plane, so the crack usually
kinks and propagates under mode I conditions. However, this is not a case for
material interfaces, where mode II, mode III and their combination with mode
I are more important.
Delamination analysis
The growth of a crack between two solids with different elastic behaviour is a
difficult problem to deal with. Using the linear elasticity theory, the obtained
results show unusual complex singularities in the neighbourhood of the crack
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Figure 2.6: Loading modes
tip. In addition, the three stress intensity factors at the crack tip, KI , KII and
KIII , are coupled to each other and achieve complex values. Although the many
proposals to avoid the stress singularity at the crack tip, the stress intensity
factor is governed by the local crack-tip field and is extremely sensitive. Thus,
most of the studies about composite delaminations are based on the critical
energy release rate, Gc, instead of the critical stress intensity factor Kc, to
predict the onset of interlaminar cracks. [22]
For laminated composites, interlaminar fracture mechanics has proven use-
ful for characterizing the onset and growth of delaminations. To fully under-
stand this failure mechanism, the total strain energy release rate, GT , the mode
I component due to interlaminar tension, GI , the mode II component due to
interlaminar sliding shear, GII , and the mode III component, GIII , due to inter-
laminar scissoring shear, need to be calculated. In order to accurately predict
delamination onset or growth for two dimensional problems, these calculated
G components are compared to interlaminar fracture toughness properties ex-
perimentally measured over a range from pure mode I loading to pure mode II
loading. [23]
There are many forms of delamination onset criteria. The one used by
Benzeggagh and Kenanane [25] determines the quasi-static mixed-mode frac-
ture criterion by plotting the interlaminar fracture toughness, Gc , versus the
mixed-mode ratio, GII/GT , obtained from data generated using pure mode I
Double Cantilever Beam (DCB), pure mode II End Notched Flexure (ENF) and
Mixed Mode Bending (MMB) tests of varying ratios. For a detailed description
of these methods see Chapter 2.5.2. A curve fit of these data is performed to
determine a mathematical relationship between Gc and GII/GT , as shown in
Figure 2.7. Failure is expected when, for a given mixed mode ratio, GII/GT ,
the calculated total energy release rate, GT , exceeds the interlaminar fracture
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Figure 2.7: Mixed mode fracture envelope (schematic presentation) [24]
toughness, Gc. Mathematically, this criterion can be expressed
GTc = GIc + (GIIc −GIc)
(
GII
GT
)m
(2.20)
where m is a fitting coefficient.
Another frequently used mixed mode failure criterion is the power law de-
scribed by Wu [26] and has a form(
GI
GIc
)α
+
(
GII
GIIc
)β
= 1 (2.21)
Although several different types of test specimens have also been suggested
for the measurement of the mode III interlaminar fracture toughness property,
an interaction criterion incorporating the scissoring shear, however, has not yet
been established and remains a challenge.
Delamination fatigue
The methodology described above has been extended to predict fatigue delam-
ination onset and fatigue life but to date a standard only exists for the mode I
DCB test. In analogy with metals, delamination growth rate can therefore be
expressed as a power law function (i.e. Paris Law). [23]
da
dN
= B(Gmax)
n (2.22)
Based on the modified Paris’ law, a total fatigue life model was suggested by
Shivakumar et al. [27]. The crack growth rate is characterized experimentally
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Figure 2.8: Fatigue delamination life model [27]
in terms of the applied strain energy release rate and visualised in log-log plat as
shown in Figure 2.8. The delamination growth region is bounded by threshold
strain energy release rate, Gth, on the left and by maximum cyclic strain energy
release rate, Gmax, on the right. The delamination growth rate for mode I can
be expressed as
da
dN
= Am
(
GImax
GIR
)m(1− ( GIthGImax)D1
)
(
1−
(
GImax
GIR
)D2) (2.23)
where A, m, D1 and D2 are material constraints.
Strain energy release rate based on specimen compliance
Irwin [21] defined an energy release rate, G, which is a measure of the energy
available for an increment of crack extension
G = −dΠ
dA
(2.24)
The potential energy of an elastic body, Π, is defined as
Π = U − F (2.25)
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Figure 2.9: Cracked plate at fixed load P [18]
where U is the strain energy stored in the body and F is the work done by
external forces. If we consider a load controlled cracked plate, as illustrated in
Figure 2.9, the work done by the external force is
F = Pδ (2.26)
and strain energy is
U =
∫ δ
0
Pdδ =
Pδ
2
(2.27)
Therefore
Π = −U (2.28)
and if b is the width of the body, the energy release rate becomes
G =
1
b
(
dU
da
)
P
=
P
2b
(
dδ
da
)
P
(2.29)
For a displacement controlled cracked plate, as shown in Figure 2.10, F = 0
and Π = U , so the energy release rete may be written as
G = −1
b
(
dU
da
)
δ
= − δ
2b
(
dP
da
)
δ
(2.30)
We can introduce compliance as an inverse of the plate stiffness
C =
δ
P
(2.31)
By substituting equation 2.31 into 2.29 and 2.30, it can be shown that
G =
P 2
2b
(
dC
da
)
(2.32)
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Figure 2.10: Cracked plate at fixed displacement [18]
Equation 2.32 is a frequently used form of calculating energy release rate
from specimen compliance.
Strain energy release rate based on beam theory
Simple beam theory as used by [28] has been found to be effective for calculating
the energy release rate from the local value of bending moments, shear and
axial loads in cracked laminate. This method considers a delamination with
a uniform width b in a thin sheet of thickness 2h, as shown in Figure 2.11.
The bending moments M1 and M2 are applied to the upper and lower sections
respectively.
Energy release rate, G, may be defined as
G =
1
b
(
∆UE
∆a
− ∆Us
∆a
)
(2.33)
where UE is the external work performed and USis the strain energy. When
the crack moves from O to O’ then the change in angle in the upper beam is(
dϕ1
da
− dϕ0
da
)
∆a (2.34)
and in the lower beam (
dϕ2
da
− dϕ0
da
)
∆a (2.35)
External work can then be expressed as
∆UE = M1
(
dϕ1
da
− dϕ0
da
)
∆a+M2
(
dϕ2
da
− dϕ0
da
)
∆a (2.36)
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Figure 2.11: Crack tip contour with rotations
where
dϕ1
da
=
M1
EI1
(2.37)
dϕ2
da
=
M2
EI2
(2.38)
dϕ0
da
=
M1 +M2
EI
(2.39)
if we consider a thickness parameter
ξ =
h1
2h
(2.40)
second moment of area for each section can be writen as
I =
2bh3
3
(2.41)
I1 =
bh31
12
= ξ3I (2.42)
I2 =
bh32
12
= (1− ξ)3I (2.43)
Then external work is
∆UE =
∆a
EI0
[
M21
ξ3
+
M22
(1− ξ)3 − (M1 +M2)
2
]
(2.44)
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The strain energy in a beam is given by
∆US
∆a
=
1
2
M2
EI
(2.45)
so the change within the contour is
∆US =
1
2
M21
EI1
∆a+
1
2
M22
EI2
∆a− 1
2
(M1 +M2)
2
EI
∆a (2.46)
i.e.,
∆US =
∆a
2EI
[
M21
ξ3
+
M22
(1− ξ)3 − (M1 +M2)
2
]
(2.47)
and on substituing 2.47 and 2.44 into 2.33 we have
G =
1
2bEI
[
M21
ξ3
+
M22
(1− ξ)3 − (M1 +M2)
2
]
(2.48)
This is a very powerful result since it enables to calculate G only from local
values of bending moments and no energies are required. Other type of loads
such as shear and axial forces may be included by superposition.
Mode partitioning
As the contribution of mode III is not considered, the total energy release rate
in equation (2.48) the sum of mode I and mode II. To obtain the contribution
of each individual mode, equation (2.48) must be partitioned.
Pure mode II propagation occurs when the curvature of both arms is the
same and therefore
dϕ1
da
=
dϕ2
da
(2.49)
and if we have MII on the upper arm and ψMII on the lower then
MII
EI1
=
ψM II
EI2
(2.50)
i.e.,
ψ =
(
1− ξ
ξ
)3
(2.51)
The opening mode only requires moments in opposite senses so we have
−MI on the upper arm and MI on the lower arm so that applied moments may
be resolved as
M1 = MII −MI (2.52)
M2 = ψM II +MI (2.53)
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i.e.,
MI =
M2 − ψM1
1 + ψ
(2.54)
MII =
M2 +M1
1 + ψ
(2.55)
Substituing these expressions in (2.48) we have
G =
M2I
2bEI
(1 + ψ)
(1− ξ)3 +
3M2II
2bEI
(1− ξ)
ξ2
(1 + ψ) (2.56)
Note that ther is no cross product term, as required by partitioning.
The general utility of this method is best illustrated on a simple common
test geometry such as double cantilever beam test (DCB) for mode I and end
load split test (ELS) for mode II, as shown in Figure 2.12.
Figure 2.12: Mode I (DCB) and mode II (ELS) test
For a centrally cracked section ξ = 1/2 and ψ = 1. For symmetrical loading
in Figure 2.12 we have M2 = −M1 = Pa. Therefore MII = 0 and MI = Pa
resulting in
GI =
8P 2a2
bEI
(2.57)
For mode II shown in Figure 2.12, we have M2 = M1 = Pa/2, giving
MII = Pa/2 with MI = 0 and final results
GII =
9
4
P 2a2
b2Eh3
(2.58)
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2.4 Defects in composite materials
2.4.1 Type of defects
Defects in composite materials can be grouped into specific categories according
to when they arise during their life, their relative size, their location or origin
within the structure:
1. Defect occurrence - defects may occur during different stages of the com-
ponent life:
(a) Manufacturing process
i. Materials processing - the processes of advanced composite man-
ufacture are predisposed to errors, especially human errors, that
can lead to the formation of defects in structure. Such material
processing defects occur because of improper storage of mate-
rials, or inadequate quality control and batch certification pro-
cedures. Both can lead to material property variations and in
some cases can lower the properties below the design allowables.
ii. Component Manufacture - component manufacture induced de-
fects occur during either lay-up or cure (component fabrication),
or machining and assembly of the components.
(b) In-Service Use - during service, composite structures are prone to
many mechanical and environmental conditions such as impact and
handling damage, local overloading, local heating, chemical attack,
ultraviolet radiation, battle damage, lightning strikes, acoustic vi-
bration, fatigue or inappropriate repair action.
2. Defect size - the size of a defect has significant bearing on its criticality.
Therefore, defects are listed under two sizes:
(a) Microscopic - these defects occur at the level of micromechanics of
composites, i.e. at the level of the individual constituents.
(b) Macroscopic - macroscopic defects can be found at the level of indi-
vidual plies or the whole structure.
3. Defect location - defects may be present in isolation, originating from
structural features such as cut-outs, ply drops and joints, or a random
accumulation resulting from their interaction. However, they tend to
concentrate at discontinuities, either geometrical or material.
The most common defects occurring in composite material, either in man-
ufacturing process or during service, are:
Delamination refers to situations in which defect occurs on a plane between
adjacent layers within a laminate. This type of defect is dominated by the
properties of the matrix and since matrix strengths and toughness tend to be
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relatively low, laminated composites are prone to the development of delam-
inations. In many types of composite structure (e.g. aircraft, marine, etc.)
delaminations are the most common form of defect. Delaminations are very
dangerous defects as they lead to more severe damage or even catastrophic fail-
ure. Even small areas of delamination are capable for reducing the compression
strength of composite materials by over 50 percent. Delaminations may be
formed during manufacture under residual stresses or as a result of the lay-up
process or in-service. Impact damage or environmental degradation are com-
mon methods for formation of sub-surface delaminations. Edge delaminations
are quite common due to environmental effects.
Disbond refers to the situation in composite structures where decohesion of
a bonded layer has occurred. This may be the consequence of poor adhesion,
service loading or impact damage. The term disbond is defined as a separation
of the composite material from another material to which it has been adhesively
bonded.
Cracking is a common form of damage in composites and other materials
arising in manufacture or under service conditions. Cracking is defined as a
discrete single crack type defect in the composite usually through thickness
and normally affecting both matrix and fibres. A crack is distinct from a de-
laminations or disbond which refer to inter-laminar separation of material or
decohesion of a bond, matrix cracking or transverse cracking which refer to finer
scale types of multiple cracking normally occurring in the central ply of com-
posites under service loading, and fibre cracking or breakage. Cracking has a
significant effect on the integrity of the composite, allowing environment ingress
and damage to extend under service loading. Cracking is often associated with
the final stages of in-service failure.
Voids and porosity can occur in manufacture due to volatile resin compo-
nents or air not properly controlled during cure. Single or isolated large air
bubbles are referred to as voids or. The distinction between discrete voids and
porosity is a matter of convenience but for practical purposes, porosity may be
thought of as sub-millimetre voids whereas voids of several millimetres dimen-
sion would be considered as discrete defects and voids. Voids can act as stress
concentrations and will have an effect on some of the mechanical properties, for
example giving lower transverse and through-thickness tensile, flexural, shear
and compression strengths. Void content is generally considered negligible if
less than 3%, but individual voids may have structural significance and assist
initiation of other defects particularly if present at interfaces. Void and poros-
ity are the most important manufacturing defects that are likely to occur in
practice. 1% porosity reduces strength by 5% and fatigue life by 50% Voids
are usually produced during the curing cycle from entrapped air, moisture or
volatile pro ducts. Voids and porosity are most likely following manufacturing
by hand lay-up.
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Inclusion can occur in the manufacture of composites due to foreign matter
accidentally included in material. Examples include backing paper, peel ply
etc. Inclusions can have degrading effect on mechanical properties and may act
as sites for initiation of delaminations and are a common cause of disbonds in
composites. Inclusions are more likely in hand lay-up processes than in modern
processing methods such as resin transfer moulding.
Erosion of the composite surface can o cur in service, particularly in com-
posite process vessels or pipework from the effects of material flow or impact of
particulates. A precursor is the localised breakdown of the gel coat or chemical
liner in the case of process vessels. This mechanism may give rise to broad
defects or to finer scale pin-hole damage. Erosion can facilitate further envi-
ronment ingress and damage to the composite material. The localised loss of
wall thickness will impact on the integrity of the material.
Matrix micro-cracking refers to intralaminar or ply cracks that traverse the
thickness of the ply and run parallel to the fibres in that ply. Their existence
does not necessarily mean catastrophic failure of the composite as they can
be present only in certain plies (usually those transverse to the main loading
direction) and while the fibres (which carry most of the load) remain intact.
Matrix micro cracks can develop under tensile loading, fatigue loading, thermal
loading and impact conditions. They sometimes arise in composites during
manufacture but are more commonly associated with in-service effects. Matrix
micro cracking is one of the most common forms of damage encountered in
composite materials and is often a precursor to overall failure.
Fibre defects the presence of defects in the fibres themselves is one of the
ultimate limiting factors in determining strength of composite materials, and
sometimes faulty fibres can be identified as the sites from which damage growth
has been initiated.
Fibre wrinkling or waviness refers to the in-plane kinking of the fibres in
a ply. Waviness or wrinkling of the fibres can seriously affect laminate strength.
This type of defect is particularly of concern in high integrity aerospace and
defence components. Fibre misalignment refers to local or more extensive mis-
alignment of fibres in the composite material. This causes local changes in
volume fraction by preventing ideal packing of fibres. Ply misalignment refers
to the situation where a whole or part of a ply or layer of the composite is
misaligned. This is produced as a result of mistakes made in lay-up of the com-
ponent plies. This alters the overall stiffness and strength of the laminate and
may cause bending during cure. The properties of the resulting component will
be affected. Fibre and ply misalignment are potentially disastrous defects but
are rarely encountered due to high standards of quality control. In a compos-
ite laminate, alignment can typically vary by ±2◦ in either direction without
noticeable effect on overall strength. One problem that occurs occasionally is
that plies are totally out of specified alignment, e.g., 45◦ or 90◦ is used where
0◦ is called for.
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Incomplete cure refers to the situation where the matrix has been incom-
pletely cured due to incorrect curing cycle or faulty resin material. This may
be localised or affect the whole component. The result will be reduced strength
and toughness. Incomplete cure is also an issue in adhesive processes using
resin based adhesives affecting the integrity of end-fittings and adhesive joints.
Resin variations Fabrication methods for composites are designed to pro-
vide a uniform distribution of fibres in a resin matrix. Properties depend on
the fibre volume fraction. Load transfer across the fibre matrix interfaces are
a key feature giving rise to the good strength and toughness characteristics
of composites. It is a natural consequence of manufacturing methods that lo-
cal variations in fibre or resin content will occur. Where the resin content is
above design limits this is referred to as excess resin. Where the fibre content
is outside design limits this is referred to as excess fibre.
Figure 2.13: Classification of defects by their occurrence
2.4.2 Effects of defects in composites
In general, all types of defects, both manufacturing and in-service, might affect
stiffness, strength, stability and fatigue life of the composite structure mainly
because they act as the stress concentrators and failure initiation points. Pro-
found understanding of how these defects influence the performance of compos-
ites is essential for making the structures safer, more durable, and economic. An
example of how porosity and delaminations might affect a compressive strength
is shown in Figure 2.14.
Because of the wide range of possible defects and many failure mechanisms
occurring in composite materials, the studies on effects of defects are usually
performed separately for particular defects. The most common types of de-
fects investigated by various researchers include ply waviness, porosity, impact
damage and delaminations.
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Figure 2.14: Compressive strength versus defect size [29]
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2.5 Composite materials testing and charac-
terization
Composites properties can are very complex and depend on fibres, matrix,
layup, volume fraction, environmental conditions, manufacturing methods, cure
conditions, etc. Thus, mechanical testing methods and requirements are more
demanding than is the case for metals. Mechanical testing is mainly for estab-
lishing the design allowables, qualification of materials for certain application
and quality control. Many of the testing methods have their origin in testing
of metals and other homogeneous isotropic materials. However, when a testing
method of isotropic materials is adapted for composites, special attention is
needed because of the composites anisotropic nature.
2.5.1 Building block approach
Ideally, if structural analysis tools are fully developed and the failure crite-
ria fully established, the structural behaviour would be predictable from con-
stituent properties. Unfortunately, the capability of the state-of-the-art analysis
tools is limited. Thus, lower level test data cannot always be used to accurately
predict the behaviour of structural elements and components with higher level
of complexity. The accuracy of the analytical results is further complicated by
the material property variability, the inclusions of defects and the structural
scale-up effects. [30] A common approach used in development of aircrafts but
also adopted by many other industries is so called “Building Block Approach”.
The Building Block Approach is frequently referred to as the Testing Pyra-
mid, as shown in Figure 2.15. On the first two levels, large number of coupons
and structural elements are tested in different loading modes, such as tension,
compression, flexure and shear in order to generate material design allowables
under static and fatigue conditions. Then, a combination of testing and analysis
is used at various levels of complexity through structural elements and details,
sub-components, components and finally full scale product. Each level builds
on knowledge gained at previous, less complex levels. The main purpose of this
approach is cost efficiency, which is achieved by testing greater number of less
expensive small specimens and fewer of the more expensive component and full
scale articles.
The details of applying the Building Block Approach are not standardised.
There are number of standards for specimen testing at lowest level, whereas
the combination of testing and analysis at higher levels of complexity are based
mainly on historical experience, structural criticality, economics and engineer-
ing judgement. A good overview of the whole process is given in [30].
The multiplicity of potential failure modes is perhaps the main reason that
the Building Block Approach is essential in the development of composite struc-
tures. The many failure modes in composites are mainly due to the defect,
environmental and out-of-plane sensitivities of the materials. It is important to
carefully select the correct test specimens that will simulate the desired failure
modes. Special attention should be given to matrix sensitive failure modes. [30]
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Figure 2.15: Building block approach
2.5.2 Delamination testing
Resistance to interlaminar fracture is a major interest for safe application of
composites. This concern is also related to bonded composite joints, as the two
phenomena are very closely relate. As described in Section 2.3.3, the fracture
mechanics principles are the most used method for analysing delaminations.
However, it is not always straightforward to apply the theory in experimental
testing. Several methods for measuring interlaminar fracture toughness have
been developed. Davies et al. [24] give a basic overview of the test methods,
which have been more recently reviewed by Brunner et al [31]. Several standards
exist for mode I, mode II and mixed mode loading scenarios. Some of these
methods have been standardised either by ISO [32, 33], or ASTM [34, 35, 36].
Mode I
Double Cantilever Beam (DCB) specimen is the most widely used mode I spec-
imen type. Figure 2.16 illustrates The DCB specimen geometry together with
two common fixtures for loading the specimen. Blocks or hinges are normally
adhesively bonded to the specimen with a starter crack made of very thin insert
foil at mid-thickness. The fixtures must allow free rotation of the specimen ends
with a minimum of stiffening. The opening load is produced by a test machine
cross-head displacement at constant speed.
The load, P , cross-head displacement (i.e. crack opening), δ, and delami-
nation length, a, are recorded continuously during the test. The delamination
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Figure 2.16: DCB specimen
length is determined as the distance from the loading line to the front of delam-
ination as shown in Figure 2.17. Delamination lengths are determined visually
during the test, the use of a travelling microscope for more accurate delamina-
tion length readings is optional, but recommended. Fracture toughness values,
GIc, are then calculated either by using the beam theory or compliance cali-
bration methods.
Figure 2.17: Delamination length definition
The basis of all methods of data analysis is equation (2.59) that relates
the energy release rate GC with the change in compliance due to a change in
delamination length. The data analysis methods all use different approaches to
evaluate dC/da.
GC =
P 2
2b
(
dC
da
)
(2.59)
“Simple beam theory” takes the compliance to be the compliance of two
cantilever beams perfectly clamped at delamination front. For one half of the
specimen, the deflection is given by the beam theory as
δ
2
=
Pa3
3EI
(2.60)
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and the compliance of the DCB specimen can be then written as
C =
δ
P
=
2a3
3EI
(2.61)
Differentiating the compliance by the crack length gives
dC
da
=
2a2
EI
(2.62)
Substituting equation (2.62) in (2.59) results in
GIC =
P 2a2
bEI
(2.63)
EI can be expressed from the beam theory equation (2.60)
EI =
2Pa3
3δ
(2.64)
And substituting (5.5) in (2.63) leads to a final equation used to calculate
fracture toughness by the simple beam theory
GIC =
3Pδ
2ba
(2.65)
In practice, this expression will overestimate GIC because the beam is not
perfectly built-in and rotation may occur at the delamination front. One way
of correcting for this rotation is to treat the DCB as if it contained a slightly
longer delamination, a + |∆|, as shown in Figure 2.18. The correction length,
∆, may be determined experimentally by plotting the cube root of compliance,
C1/3, as a function of delamination length, a, as in Figure 2.18. According to
equation (2.61), for the two beams ideally clamped at delamination front the
plot should produce a straight line that passes through the origin. However, the
real tests on DCB specimens usually produce a negative intercept, ∆, and the
fracture toughness can be calculated by the “modified beam theory” expression
GIC =
3Pδ
2b (a+ |∆| ) (2.66)
The “compliance calibration” method is based on assumption of a certain
type of functional dependence of the compliance on the delamination length.
For DCB it is assumed that the compliance is proportional to an in the form
of equation (2.67)
C = Kan (2.67)
Therefore, the energy release rate from equation (2.59) becomes
GIC =
P 2
2b
(
dC
da
)
=
P 2nKan
2ba
(2.68)
From equation (2.67) the factor K can be written as
K =
C
an
=
δ
Pan
(2.69)
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Figure 2.18: Modified beam theory
And after substituting (2.69) into (2.68), the final equation used in compli-
ance calibration data reduction method is
GIC =
nPδ
2ba
(2.70)
The experimental parameter, n, can be determined as a slope of the line
fitted to the log (C)− log (a) plot as shown in Figure 2.19
Figure 2.19: Compliance calibration method
The definition of when the crack starts to grow is not straightforward and
several methods are used to determine initiation values of fracture toughness.
The ASTM standard [34] defines three main points of interest: (a) deviation
from nonlinearity, (b) visual observation and (c) 5% offset or maximum load.
The lowest most conservative values are obtained by deviation from linearity
(NL) point in the load-displacement plot as shown in Figure 2.20. However,
in reality it is often very difficult to establish such a point and this definition
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itself allows for some variability. Additionally, nonlinear behaviour may occur
due to other reasons, such as material yielding at the crack tip or local crack
growth. Less scatter can be obtained by 5% offset method, where the initiation
point is determined as an intersection of the load-displacement curve with a
line drawn from origin and offset by a 5% increase in compliance from original
linear region of the load-displacement curve. If the intersection occurs after the
maximum load point, the maximum load should be used to calculate this value.
The visual observation point is the point where the crack is observed visually.
However, even this method can lead to large scatter in results because it is very
much dependent on the operator’s eyesight and judgement.
Figure 2.20: Initiation point definition
Mode II
The specimen geometry for testing delamination fracture toughness in mode
II is usually the same as in the DCB configuration. There are several loading
configuration proposed, three of them can be seen on Figure 2.21. Currently,
two standard methods are: ASTM D7905 [36], which uses end notch flexure
specimen (ENF); and ISO 15114 [33] which is based on the end load split
specimen (ELS). Other methods include stabilized end notched flexure [37] and
four point end notch flexure [38].
In the ENF test, the specimen is place in a three point bending fixture
which consists of two supports and one loading point in the middle. The load
is applied in a displacement controlled mode and the load, displacement and
crack length are measured during the test. Several analysis methods can be
applied to an ENF test, including classical plate theory, beam theory and com-
pliance calibration method. The main disadvantage with this test is that the
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Figure 2.21: Mode II specimens
propagation is unstable except for very long crack lengths (a/L 0.7). On the
other hand unstable crack propagation results in much clearer initiation point
than in mode I DCB test. Also, effects of friction and initial defect type are
not very well understood.
The four point end notch flexure (4ENF) test was proposed by Martin and
Davidson in 1997 [38] and appeared to resolve many of the mode II testing
problems. It offered three significant advantages, stable crack propagation, a
simple test fixture and a straightforward data analysis [31]. Nevertheless, this
test yields significantly larger values of GIIc compared to the other methods
and many studies have been performed to understand these differences [31]. In
SENF test, stable crack propagation is achieved by measuring the crack length
or compliance and directly controlling the test machine displacement by a loop
circuit. A servo-controlled machine is required.
In ELS configuration, the specimen is clamped at one end and load is applied
at the other end by loading blocks or piano hinge, similarly to the DCB test.
This method offers more stable crack growth compared to the ENF and also
the friction effects appear to be less significant [33]. The crack lengths can
be calculated experimentally without complicated and not very reliable optical
measurements. The methods for determining the fracture toughness are: simple
beam theory, experimental compliance calibration and corrected beam theory.
As for the mode I, the fracture toughness values are determined from equa-
tion
GIIC =
P 2
2b
(
dC
da
)
(2.71)
Experimental compliance method predicts that the compliance will take
form
C = C0 +ma
3 (2.72)
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Equation (2.72) can be differentiated with respect to crack length and after
substitution into (2.71), the fracture toughness is
GIIC =
3P 2a2m
2b
(2.73)
If values C for crack propagation points are plotted with the cube of the
measure crack length, a3, linear regression of these data will yield a slope m.
The main problem with experimental compliance method is that the stable
propagation is required. But sometimes, this is difficult to achieve during the
test, even if the theoretical condition for stable propagation (a/L > 0.55) is
met. Another difficulty is to accurately measure the crack length visually.
From simple beam theory, the ELS specimen compliance is
C =
δ
P
=
3a3 + L3
2bh3E
(2.74)
After differentiation equation (2.74) and substituting in (2.71), the mode II
energy release rate resulting from the simple beam theory is
GIIC =
9P 2a2
4b2h3E
(2.75)
In equation (2.74) a perfectly clamped boundary condition is assumed. In
reality, some amount of beam root deflection and rotation is present. This
can be corrected by clamp correction factor in a similar way as delamination
length is corrected in modified beam theory for DCB specimen. The specimen
compliance including the correction factors is then
C =
δ
P
=
3a3e + (L+ ∆clamp)
3
2bh3E
(2.76)
where ae is effective (calculated) crack length and ∆clamp is the clamp cor-
rection factor. Effective crack length can be calculated by rearranging equation
(2.76)
ae =
3
√
2bCh3E − (L+ ∆clamp)3
3
(2.77)
And the fracture toughness can be evaluated only by using this calculated
”effective” crack length
GIIC =
9P 2a2e
4b2h3E
(2.78)
The clamp correction factor, which is needed to calculate the effective crack
length in equation (2.77) can be measured experimentally. The specimen is
placed in to the clamp, so there is no crack present within the free length of the
specimen as shown in Figure2.22. The specimen is loaded at several different
lengths, L.
Compliance is calculated for each length from a linear part of force-displacement
curve. The data are plotted in a graph with length, L, on the horizontal axis
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Figure 2.22: Clamp correction factor setup
and cube root of compliance, C(1/3)on the vertical axis. Clamp correction fac-
tor is obtained as a negative intercept of linear fit to these data with horizontal
axis as shown in Figure 2.23.
Figure 2.23: Clamp correction factor
Several initiation points can be defined from the shape of load displacement
curve as in the DCB test as shown in Figure 2.20. ISO 15114 [33] recommends
the 5% or maximum load criteria for definition of the initiation point. Round-
robin testing has shown that the nonlinear (NL) initiation point definition is
prone to significant scatter. In addition, the visually determined definition
of crack initiation is not consistent with the effective crack length approach
recommended in the standard.
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Mixed mode
Mixed loading conditions can be achieved by unequal tensile loading of the
upper and lower portions of the specimen. Common configurations are MMB
(mixed mode bending), MMF (mixed mode flexure), CLS (crack lap shear)
and ADCB (asymmetric DCB). Figure 2.24 shows schematically these config-
urations. Mixed mode bending (MMB) configuration allows for many different
mode ratios to be tested and has been widely used and ASTM standard exists
[35].
Figure 2.24: Mixed mode loading configurations
One of the rare criticisms of the MMB test has been the cost of relatively
complicated fixture, which is schematically shown in Figure 2.25 On the other
hand, a great advantage of this method is that the length of the lever arm, c,
can be changed and wide range of mixed mode ratios tested with one specimen
configuration.
Fixed ratio mixed mode ADCB has only limited mixed mode ratio of 4:3
of mode I to mode II component, but the same fixture as for mode II ELS
configuration can be used. The test procedure and data analysis are essentially
similar ELS, except that the load is applied in the opposite direction, where
one arm of the cantilever beam is lifted up at the free edge, which causes crack
to propagate in combination of opening and shearing mode. The beam theory
yields following equations for fracture toughness
GIC =
3P 2a2
b2Eh3
(2.79)
GIIC =
9P 2a2
4b2Eh3
(2.80)
Experimental compliance method has the same form as equation (2.73) in
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Figure 2.25: Mixed mode bending apparatus
ELS configuration
GIIC =
3P 2a2m
2b
(2.81)
Mode III
The most commonly investigated mode III fracture test method is the edge
crack torsion (ECT) test. Schematically, this configuration is shown in Figure
2.26. Load is applied as two opposite moments to the corners of a rectangular
specimen.
Figure 2.26: Edge crack torsion (ECT)
An ASTM D30 round robin was organized to evaluate this test on car-
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bon/epoxy samples but the results reported in 1997 indicated large scatter and
considerable non-linearity. The test frame was then modified so that load could
be applied symmetrically by two pins, and a second round robin was organized.
Results presented in 1999 indicated that delaminations did not always grow at
the 90◦/90◦ interface and a significant mode II component was indicated near
the loading pins. Longer test specimens were recommended to reduce the latter.
Further standardization work on mode III testing has not been reported, but
some more recent publications have shown results from this specimen geometry.
[31]
Experimental aspects of delamination testing
Depending on the specimen rigidity, large displacement and nonlinearity may
arise during mode I, mode II and mixed mode I/mode II testing. Williams
[39] suggests that correction factors based on large displacement analysis can
be used and the standard methods include equations, which can be used to
approximately calculate the correction factors. Round-robin studies have shown
that these correction factors represent only relatively small corrections and ELS
standard procedure [33] suggests that these correction factors can be excluded
from the analysis for the simplicity.
Fibres bridging between specimen arms close to the crack tip and multiple
cracking can occur during the crack propagation. In such case, the R-curves
determined from the test are not intrinsic material properties and frequently
depend on specimen geometry [24]. The multiple cracks and dense fibre bridging
can complicate visual location of the crack tip. For this reason, the initiation
values are often considered to be the only relevant fracture toughness value
obtained by delamination tests.
The crack initiation point is not easy to determine either. Several methods
are recommended, such as onset of nonlinearity, 5% offset in compliance and
visual onset. Usually, before the crack becomes apparent at the specimen edges
(visual onset), micro-scale cracking is present at the centre of the specimen.
This leads to nonlinear force-displacement behaviour. Deviation from linearity
often yields in the most conservative values of fracture toughness. However,
the nonlinear behaviour before the delamination growth can be also attributed
to local material plasticity near the crack tip and not always is connected
with the material fracture. The initiation offset defined by 5% increase of
initial compliance is arbitrary and might not be represent the real crack growth
initiation. However, this definition is often very close to the visual onset values
and gives the least scatter in the results for most test configurations.
An important aspect of fracture resistance is that it may vary as the crack
grows such that GC is a function of the crack growth ∆a. Thus we may have
a curve of GC versus ∆a, as shown in Figure 2.27, which usually rises and
is termed the resistance or ’R’ curve. This curve is a complete description of
the fracture toughness of a material and many composites delamination test
procedures have its determination as the goal. Initiation value, i.e. when
∆a = 0 is usually the lowest and considered to be the most critical. This
however leads to many practical problems such as the definition of an initiation
point during the test. As a visual observation is many times difficult to achieve,
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other non-direct methods were developed, such as the onset of non-linearity or
5% reduction in the slope of the load-deflection line. Many times the resistance
curves have a plateau value which can be used as an upper limit ofGC . However,
this is not a rule for every material and sometimes the plateau is not reached
during the test or the ’R’ curve can have decreasing tendency.
Figure 2.27: Resistance or ’R’ curve
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2.6 FEA methods for delamination
2.6.1 Virtual Crack Closure Technique (VCCT)
The virtual crack closure technique [40] is widely used for computing energy
release rates based on results from continuum two-dimensional (2D) and solid
three-dimensional (3D) finite element (FE) analyses. [41] The mode I and
mode II components of the strain energy release rate, GI and GII respectively
are computed using VCCT as shown in Figure 2.28 for a 2D four-node element.
For geometrically nonlinear analysis where large deformations may occur, both
forces and displacements obtained in the global coordinate system need to be
transformed into a local coordinate system (x′, y′) which originates at the crack
tip as shown in Figure 2.28. The local crack tip system defines the tangential
(x′ or mode II) and normal (y′ or mode I) coordinate directions at the crack tip
in the deformed configuration. The terms F ′xi, F
′
yi are the forces at the crack
tip at nodal point i in the local x and y directions respectively. The terms u′l,v
′
l
and u′l∗,v
′
l∗ are the displacements at the corresponding nodal points l and l∗
behind the crack tip. [41]
Figure 2.28: VCCT local crack tip system for 2D elements
The equation for mode I and mode II energy release rate are
GI = − 1
2∆a
F
′
yi(v
′
l − v
′
l∗) (2.82)
GII = − 1
2∆a
F
′
xi(u
′
l − u
′
l∗) (2.83)
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2.6.2 Cohesive zone
The cohesive zone modelling approach has become a widely used tool for sim-
ulating delaminations due to the computational convenience and ease of im-
plementation. In this approach it is assumed that a narrow zone of vanishing
thickness called the cohesive zone exists ahead of a crack tip or delamination
front. The cohesive zone represents the fracture process zone. The upper and
lower surfaces of the narrow zone are held together by forces called cohesive trac-
tions. These tractions follow a cohesive constitutive law (traction-separation
law) that relates the cohesive tractions to the separation displacements of the
cohesive surfaces. Delamination onset or crack growth occurs when the sepa-
ration at the end of the cohesive zone, which represents the physical crack tip,
reaches a critical value at which the tractions vanish. The failure process is
controlled by displacements and stresses, which are consistent with the usual
strength of materials theory. Thus the problem of crack tip stress singularity
found in the classical linear elastic fracture mechanics is avoided and the sin-
gularity is effectively buried in the element since the crack tip is not explicitly
modelled. Special finite elements, called decohesion elements, with initially zero
thickness, containing the traction-separation law can be formulated. [41]
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2.7 Summary
Defects in composite materials can have a significant effect on the structural
strength and load-carrying capacity. Moreover, the composite materials have
very complex failure behaviour and the presence of defects certainly makes the
analysis of failure even more complicated. The material testing is an essen-
tial tool in understanding the failure mechanisms and in developing material
allowables to be used in analytical calculations and design methods.
The composite material failure theories have been reviewed together with
the defects types that can occur in composite material either during the man-
ufacture or during the service life. The review of the testing methods has
focused on the fracture toughness testing of delaminations which is one of the
most commonly discussed types of defects in composite materials and which
has attracted a huge attention within the scientific community in recent years.
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3 Thesis aims and objectives
3.1 Delamination at a bi-material interface
Very few studies were done so far, which would include the effect of delam-
ination between two dissimilar materials. In real life constructions made of
composite materials, for example small aircrafts, the combination of glass and
carbon reinforced plastics is a common design practice. This enables the uti-
lization of carbon composite materials superior mechanical properties and glass
composites lower cost. This approach is very effective; however the interface be-
tween two materials may cause the delamination initiation. Fatigue and static
experiments of small aircraft wing root section conducted in the past at the In-
stitute of Aerospace Engineering, Brno University of Technology, confirms this
dangerous effect. Figure 3.1 shows an example of the de boned CFRP flange
from GFRP web that occurred during fatigue test of a wing root section.
Figure 3.1: Example of delamination on GFRP – CRFP interface
Methods for analysing delamination in composites are well established and
widely used as described in Chapter 2.3.3. However, delaminations at bi-
material interface needs to be investigated with special attention because of
a stress singularity due to mismatch in elastic parameters. Also state-of-art
of the standardised test methods for delamination resistance doesn’t include
the effect of crack propagating between two dissimilar materials. In reality
the delamination occurrence is highly probable at the interface of two different
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materials; therefore the analysis and testing methods must be established to
include these facts.
Test methods presented in 2.5.2 were developed and used extensively to
measure fracture toughness in unidirectional fibre composites and the data re-
duction methods and beam theory equations are only based on single material
elastic modulus. If these methods are to be applied to specimens with differ-
ent elastic moduli in cantilever specimen arms, fracture toughness calculation
methods need to be reviewed and modified to account for different elastic mod-
uli.
A common problem in composite materials fracture testing is the accurate
crack length measurement. The crack length is needed to calculate propaga-
tion values and R-curve, but can also be used for calculating initiation values
by compliance calibration methods. Current standard procedures recommend
optical measurements with optional use of travelling microscope, which is a
test operator dependent method prone to a human error. With modern high
resolution digital cameras and computer programming this method can be au-
tomated.
3.2 Research aims
With respect to the previous findings, the thesis has following aims:
1. Investigate the influence of different material characteristics on delami-
nation fracture toughness
2. Examine the analytical methods used to calculating fracture toughness
in different mixed mode conditions
3. Develop a mixed mode failure criteria that can be used for delaminations
at bi-material interface.
4. Automate crack length measurement methods.
3.3 Objectives
Objectives to achieve the aims above can be split into two main categories:
1. Experimental investigation
(a) Perform a series of fracture toughness measurements at a bi-material
interface of a glass-carbon composite in DCB, ADCB and ELS test
configuration as shown in Figure 3.2
(b) Record each test with a high resolution digital camera
(c) Create a computer program to process the acquired images and au-
tomate the crack length measurement
2. Analytical investigation
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(a) Modify the analytical methods used to calculate fracture toughness
from experimentally measured data (data reduction methods) in or-
der to account for two different material in the specimen arms and
non-centrally positioned crack
(b) Calculate a ratio of mode I and mode II in each configuration tested
in the experimental investigation
(c) Apply new equations to the data obtained in experimental investi-
gation and construct a mixed mode delamination failure envelope
Figure 3.2: Test configurations
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4 Experimental investigation
4.1 Specimen description and test setup
The same specimen base geometry and manufacturing method were used for
the three delamination test configuration; DCB, ADCB and ELS. The specimen
geometry is shown in Figure 4.1. Details of each specimen’s dimensions can be
found in Appendix A. During the manufacture, several already cured CFRP
stripes were placed on a wet layup sheet of glass fabric impregnated by epoxy
resin. Then, both components were cured under vacuum. The excess amount
of GFRP was cut out after the curing. This manufacturing process was chosen
to simulate a technique of manufacturing a wing root section with CFRP flange
and GFRP web, i.e. the one shown in Figure 3.1, where epoxy impregnated
wet glass fabric is wrapped around already cured unidirectional carbon flange.
Figure 4.1: Specimen dimensions
Then piano hinges for load application were bonded to the specimens’ ends
on the side of the foil insert. One hinge was applied to the GFRP side for ADCB
and ELS tests. For DCB configuration, hinges were applied both on GFRP and
CFRP sides. Because of the bonding area of the hinges, the load application
point is moved by approximately 26 mm from the specimen edge. And after
considering also the slightly variable alignment of the bond, the resulting length
of the starting delamination defect is between 33 and 36 mm.
For DCB test, only universal testing machine with constant displacement
load rate is needed. Specimen arms are pulled apart through the hinges that
are connected directly to the machine crosshead attachments. ELS test requires
a special fixture which allows sliding in horizontal direction. Such fixture was
design as shown in Figure 4.2. The base plate can be attached to a frame of
universal testing machine; guide and slider allow for the horizontal movement;
fixing plates are used for clamping the specimen end by four bolts. Torque
wrench is needed to apply a consistent pressure while fixing the specimen in
the fixture. This loading jig can be also easily applied to an ADCB test without
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any necessary modifications. An example of ADCB test setup is shown in Figure
4.3.
Figure 4.2: ADCB and ELS fixture
Figure 4.3: ADCB test setup
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4.2 Automated crack length measurement
Delamination lengths are usually determined visually with the aid of travel-
ling optical microscope during the test. Major drawback of this method is the
dependence on alertness and experience of the operator. Currently, the alter-
native exact measurement of the delamination length has become a focus of
attention [31] and operator independent determination of effective crack length
at affordable cost might be a significant improvement of prevailing practise.
Non-destructive methods, such as X-ray in situ imaging and acoustic emis-
sion [42, 43] has been used, but these methods frequently require expensive
equipment and skilled operators and the interpretation of data is not straight
forward. One possible approach is to record the test procedure on a high reso-
lution camera and analyse the taken pictures by the means of automated image
processing after the test. This method is very similar to the conventional mea-
surement by optical traveling microscope, but takes of the work load from test
operator and also eliminates human error. Possible advantage can also be an
application not only for quasi-static testing but also for fatigue crack length
measurement or high-rate delamination testing.
Several methods of image processing to analyse crack growth in double
cantilever beam test for adhesive joints were presented in a recent publication
[44]. Although the low resolution camera has been used and illumination was
not optimal, even noisy images led to acceptable results.
A new method for automated crack length measurement by image processing
has been developed by the author and applied for the DCB and ADCB test of
bi-material interface. Despite the very specific application here, the method is
general and can be easily applied in mode I and mixed mode testing of single
unidirectional composite materials. Image processing for mode II ELS test
didn’t prove to be practical and no satisfactory results were obtained, because
of the lack of clear opening between the specimen arms. However, accurate
crack length measurements in ELS test are not so important, because other
preferred methods of calculating the energy release rate are available, such as
corrected beam theory with effective crack length [33].
4.2.1 Image acquisition
Image processing is used nowadays in many applications, such as biology, as-
tronomy, medical and many others. It is closely related to the field of computer
vision, with no clear distinction between these two. Image processing might in-
clude many operations, commonly classified as low-, mid- and high level. Low-
level processes involve primitive operations such as noise reduction, contrast
enhancement, and image sharpening. Mid-level includes tasks as segmentation
and classification if individual objects contained in image. Finally high-level
pro cessing includes image analysis, performing cognitive functions normally
associated with vision. [45]
Image acquisition is the essential step preceding any further processing and
analysis. Electromagnetic, X-ray or ultrasonic sensing devices have a wide field
of application; however the most used and available are light sensing devices.
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Most common digital photography imaging devices (CCD and CMOS sensors)
have experienced a rapid development and increase in sensitivity, when for
example the CCD pixel has been reduced to a 1/100th of its original size in the
last two decades. [46]
CCD camera with a resolution 4096x3072 from system for digital image
correlation Aramis 12M, made by GOM mbH, was used for the image acqui-
sition. Digital image correlation (DIC) is a common method in experimental
mechanics for measuring surface displacements. A typical DIC system is shown
in Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.4: DIC system setup
In this method, a sequence of images of a studied object is compared to
detect displacements by searching a matched point from one image to another.
Here, because it is almost impossible to find the matched point using a single
pixel, an area with multiple pixel points (such as 20 Ö 20 pixels) is used to
perform the matching process. This area, usually called subset, has a unique
light intensity (grey level) distribution inside the subset itself. It is assumed
that this light intensity distribution does not change during deformation. Fig-
ure 4.5 shows the part of the digital images before and after deformation. The
displacement of the subset on the image before deformation is found in the
image after deformation by searching the area of same light intensity distribu-
tion with the subset. Once the location of this subset in the deformed image is
found, the displacement of this subset can be determined. [47]
In order to perform this process, the surface of the object must have a feature
that allows matching the subset. If no feature is observed on the surface of the
object, an artificial random pattern must be applied. Figure 4.6 shows a typical
example of the random pattern on the surface of an object produced by spraying
paint. [47]
The spray pattern is very important in the typical DIC system, where mea-
suring displacements on the surface is the main goal. On the other hand, when
accurate tracking of a crack tip position is the objective, the dark spray pat-
tern can be disadvantageous because there is no clear distinction whether the
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Figure 4.5: Matching patterns in sequence of images
Figure 4.6: Typical image pattern for DIC
dark pixel represents a crack or a spray drop. Clear white contrast paint has
proved to be more useful for the purpose of measuring the delamination length.
The difference between the specimen with spray pattern and with clear white
paint can be seen from Figure 4.7. Better contrast and also image quality is
assured by high intensity lighting. Usually, more light sources are required to
get consistent light reflection over the observed area with minimum shadows.
4.2.2 Image processing
Python [48] is widely used general purpose programming language, which is
distributed as a free and open-source software. There are many community
developed libraries and packages that extend the functionality of the standard
Python library. The two most commonly used packages for scientific comput-
ing; mathematics and engineering are NumPy and SciPy. Image processing and
analysis are generally seen as operations on two-dimensional arrays of values.
There are however a number of fields where images of higher dimensionality
must be analysed. Numpy is suited very well for this type of applications.
The scipy.ndimage packages provide a number of general image processing and
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of images with and without random spray pattern
analysis functions that are designed to operate with arrays of arbitrary dimen-
sionality. The packages currently include functions for linear and nonlinear
filtering, binary morphology, B-spline interpolation, and object measurements.
[49]
In digital grayscale images, each pixel’s light intensity is stored as a number
ranging between 0, meaning complete black, and a certain maximum value for
complete white. Traditionally, when 8 bits per pixel are used the maximum
number for complete white is 255. Another digital image representation is
binary, when each pixel has only two possible values, i.e. 0 for black and 1 for
white. One method of converting a grayscale image into binary image is called
thresholding, where each pixel having a lower intensity than a specified limit
is replaced by black pixel and each pixel having higher intensity is replaced by
white pixel. A simple example of this process is illustrated in Figure 4.8.
Binary thresholding is an effective method for analysing images of the crack
propagation, because of the clear distinction between dark background and
very light specimen front. However, some of the information in the image is
lost during the process and care must be taken when selecting the threshold
value. Figure 4.9 shows the effect of different threshold values. In general, lower
threshold value leads effectively in shorter cracks being detected and higher
threshold values give more accurate representation of the crack geometry. The
disadvantage of higher threshold values is that some dark pixels which don’t
represent the crack geometry are kept in the image and cause a noise, which
might lead to false results, when the crack tip searching algorithm is used.
Noise can be effectively removed by morphological operations, such as dila-
tion, erosion, opening and closing. Basic morphological operations are defined
by two sets, original image and a structuring element, and Boolean operations
between the two. The mathematical details of the operations can be found
in [50]. The essential operations are erosion and dilation. Dilation in principle
adds pixels to the boundaries of objects in an image, while erosion removes pixel
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Figure 4.8: Binary thresholding of grayscale image
Figure 4.9: Threshold effect
on object boundaries. The number of pixels added or removed from the objects
depends on the size and shape of the structuring element used to process the
image. Morphological opening is equivalent to erosion followed by dilation with
the same structuring element. Morphological closing is the reverse; dilation fol-
lowed by erosion. Morphological opening is often used to remove noise and
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small objects from an image, while preserving size and shape of larger objects.
An example of morphological opening used to reduced image noise is shown in
Figure 4.10.
Figure 4.10: Noise reduction by morphological opening [51]
4.2.3 Algorithm to find a crack tip
After the recorded grayscale image of a cracked specimen was processed in the
way described above, i.e. binary thresholding and noise reduction by mathe-
matical morphology, only black and white pixels remain with a clear geometry
describing the crack tip. Finding a crack tip pixel location presented here is
based on moving a probe pixel inside the crack, which consists of black pixels,
from left to right. Crack tip is found, when there are no more black pixels in
the vicinity of the probe.
First step is to position the probe inside the crack opening, on the inside
edge of the upper specimen arm. This is process is illustrated in Figure 4.111.
The probe is moved from its starting position [XSTART , 0] in positive Y direc-
tion. If the probes crosses more than a specified minimum number of white
pixels and find itself on a black pixel, the starting position inside the crack tip
[XSTART , YSTART ] is returned. This is achieved by following Python function
def findCrackStart(current_im, minimum_w=10, x_start=1100):
image_height = current_im.shape[0]
count = 0
for pixel in range(image_height):
if current_image[pixel,x_start] ==1:
count += 1
if current_image[pixel+1,x_start] == 0:
if count >= minimum_w:
y_start = pixel
break
1Black and white colours are reversed in this image. In processed images of the delami-
nation test, the background is black and specimen front is white.
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else:
count = 0
return x_start, y_start
Figure 4.11: Finding the probe starting position
Next, the finding of a crack tip position is achieved by moving the probe
within an area specified by a tolerance distance in X and Y directions as shown
in Figure 4.122. The probe is moved into a new position if black pixel is found.
This tolerance enables the probe to jump over small areas of white pixels,
which are usually present around the crack tip due to fibre bridging or crack
propagating out of plane. The probe position for reaching the crack tip is
described by the following Python function
def findCrackTip(current_image,x,y,tolerance_x, tolerance_y):
tol_Y = tolerance_y
tol_X = tolerance_x
while (tol_Y > 0 and tol_Y>0):
while tol_X > 0:
if current_image[y,x+tol_X] == 0:
x = x +tol_X
tol_X = tolerance_x
tol_Y = tolerance_y
continue
elif current_image[y+tol_Y,x+tol_X] == 0:
x = x +tol_X
y = y+tol_Y
tol_X = tolerance_x
tol_Y = tolerance_y
2Black and white colours are reversed in this image. In processed images of the delami-
nation test, the background is black and specimen front is white.
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continue
elif current_image[y-tol_Y,x+tol_X] == 0:
x = x +tol_X
y = y-tol_Y
tol_X = tolerance_x
tol_Y = tolerance_y
continue
else:
tol_X = tol_X-1
tol_X = tolerance_x
tol_Y = tol_Y -1
return x,y
Figure 4.12: Probe step tolerance and tip coordinates
The probe path can be visualised by plotting the X and Y coordinates of the
probe position superimposed over the image. Figure 4.13 shows this path and
comparison between binary thresholded image and original grayscale image.
From this comparison it is apparent that the crack length measurements based
on binary black and white images can be shorter then in reality and the level
of thresholding and subsequent morphology operations can have effect on the
scale of this difference. However, when modified beam theory is used as a
test data reduction method, this difference is actually accounted for by a crack
length correction factor ∆ as described in Section 2.5.2 and Equation (2.66).
The corrected crack length compares well with the crack length calculated by a
simple beam theory for all measured specimens. Figure 4.14 shows results from
mode I specimen DCB#4, the other specimen crack length result are plotted
together with their force-displacement curves and crack growth initiation points
in Appendix C: VCCT results and Appendix D: DCB results.
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Figure 4.13: Probe path visualisation
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Figure 4.14: Crack length measurements results
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5 Analytical investigation
5.1 Beam theory
A general method for calculating the energy release rate G from the local val-
ues of bending moments in cracked laminate by Williams [28] as described in
Chapter 2.3.3 can be extended to include different moduli in the two sections.
Figure 5.1: Crack tip contour with rotations
Equation for external work (2.36) may be rewritten as
∆UE = M1
(
dϕ1
da
− dϕ0
da
)
∆a+M2
(
dϕ2
da
− dϕ0
da
)
∆a (5.1)
where
dϕ1
da
=
M1
E1I1
(5.2)
dϕ2
da
=
M2
E2I2
(5.3)
dϕ0
da
=
M1 +M2
EI
(5.4)
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E1 and E2 are Young’s moduli of the two beams, I1 and I2 are their second
moments of inertia as in equations (2.42) and (2.43). EI is the bending stiffness
of the composite beam which can be calculated by parallel axis theorem
EI = E1
(
I1 + bh1
(
h1
2
+ he
)2)
+ E2
(
I2 + bh2
(
h2
2
− he
)2)
(5.5)
where he is the distance between the neutral axis and material interface as
shown in Figure 5.2, which can be expressed as
he =
h22E2 − h21E1
2 (E1h1 + E2h2)
(5.6)
Figure 5.2: Elastic axis position for beam bending stiffness calculation
The equation for the external work (5.1) then becomes
∆UE = M1
(
M1
E1I1
− M1 +M2
EI
)
∆a+M2
(
M2
E2I2
− M1 +M2
EI
)
∆a (5.7)
The strain energy change within the contour is
∆US =
1
2
M21
E1I1
∆a+
1
2
M22
E2I2
∆a− 1
2
(M1 +M2)
2
EI
∆a (5.8)
After substituting (5.8) and (5.7) into (2.33), total energy release rate for
the crack growth is
G =
1
2b
(
M21
E1I1
+
M22
E2I2
− (M1 +M2)
2
EI
)
(5.9)
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DCB
For a DCB specimen with an off-centre delamination and materials with dif-
ferent elastic moduli in upper and lower arms, as shown in Figure 5.3, the
moments at the delamination front are
M1 = −Pa (5.10)
M2 = Pa (5.11)
Figure 5.3: DCB specimen
After substituting equations (5.10), (5.11), (5.5),(2.42) and (2.43) into (5.9),
the total energy release rate of the DCB specimen is
GC =
6P 2a2
b2
(
1
h31E1
+
1
h32E2
)
(5.12)
To the same results we might get by considering that each arm of the spec-
imen is a single beam fully constrained at the delamination front. Total dis-
placement is then a sum of deflections of the two beams
δ = δ1 + δ2 =
Pa3
3E1I1
+
Pa3
3E2I2
=
4Pa3
b
(
1
h31E1
+
1
h32E2
)
(5.13)
Thus, compliance of the DCB specimen is
C =
δ
P
=
4a3
b
(
1
h31E1
+
1
h32E2
)
(5.14)
Differentiating equation (5.14) by the crack length and substituting into
(2.59) gives the same definition for total energy release rate as equation (5.12).
In reality, the perfectly clamped condition at delamination front, considered
by the simple beam theory is not realistic. Modified beam theory, as described
in Chapter 2.5.2, uses the correction factor ∆ for the crack length. This can be
also applied for the test at bi-material interface, so the modified beam theory
expression for energy release rate is
GC =
6P 2(a+ ∆)2
b2
(
1
h31E1
+
1
h32E2
)
(5.15)
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The crack length correction factor ∆, can be obtained by the method illus-
trated in Figure 2.18.
ELS
For an ELS specimen, as shown in Figure 5.4, the total moment, M = Pa, will
be divided between upper and lower arms in the ratio of their bending stiffness.
If we denote the bending stiffness ratio as
ψ =
E2I2
E1I1
=
E2h
3
2
E1h31
(5.16)
Then the particular moments at the delamination front will be
M1 =
Pa
1 + ψ
(5.17)
M2 =
ψPa
1 + ψ
(5.18)
Figure 5.4: ELS specimen
After substituting equations (5.17) and (5.18) in (5.9), the energy release
rate for ELS specimen is defined as
GC =
18P 2a2
b2
 h1h2(h1 + h2)2E1E2(h32E2 + h31E1)(h42E22 + 4h1h32E1E2+
+ 6h21h
2
2E1E2 + 4h
3
1h2E1E2 + h
4
1E
2
1)
 (5.19)
ADCB
In and ADCB specimen (5.5), the loading force is acting only on one arm.
Therefore, the moments at delamination front are
M1 = −Pa (5.20)
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M2 = 0 (5.21)
And resulting energy release rate is
GC =
6P 2a2
b2
h2E2(3h31E1 + 6h21h2E1 + 4h1h22E1 + h32E2)h31E1(h42E22 + 4h1h32E1E2+
+ 6h21h
2
2E1E2 + 4h
3
1h2E1E2 + h
4
1E
2
1)
 (5.22)
Figure 5.5: ADCB specimen
5.2 Mode partitioning
Beam theory
Contrary to homogeneous, isotropic materials, where cracks tend to propagate
in pure mode I locally at the crack tip, mode mixity is a critical parameter
for interfacial fractures. The mode mixity (sometimes called the phase angle
of fracture) is the relative proportion of traction ahead the crack tip in sliding
mode (mode II) and opening mode (mode I) in the fracture. Following the
analysis by Williams [28], we can separate the total crack energy release rate
into individual modes of fracture if we consider that pure mode II is obtained
when the curvature of the two arms is the same
dϕ1
da
=
dϕ2
da
(5.23)
Equation (2.50) is then modified to account for different moduli in the two
sections
MII
E1I1
=
ψM II
E2I2
(5.24)
where
ψ =
E2I2
E1I1
(5.25)
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Equations (2.52) and (2.53) needs to be modified in order to correctly ac-
count for the different moduli in the two sections. The simple statement, given
previously in [28], that the opening mode only requires moments in opposite
senses so we have −MI on the upper arm and MI on the lower arm, is only
valid for symmetrical DCB specimen. For other configuration, the pure opening
mode will be obtained only when the curvature of the two arms will be exactly
opposite, i.e. −MI on the upper arm and ψMI on the lower arm. Equation
(2.52) and (2.53) will then have a form
M1 = MII −MI (5.26)
M2 = ψM II + ψM I (5.27)
After substituting (5.26) and (5.27) into (5.9) the energy release rate is
G =
1
2b
[
E1I1EI + E
2
1I
2
1 + E2I2EI − 2E1E2I1I2 + E22I22
E21I
2
1EI
M2I +
(E1I1 + E2I2) (E1I1 + E2I2 + EI)
E21I
2
1EI
M2II+
(E2I2 − E1I1) (E1I1 + E2I2 + EI)
E21I
2
1EI
MIMII
] (5.28)
and because of the cross term on the third line, the mode I and mode II
cannot be separated analytically, in contrast to the results derived in [28].
VCCT
The history and overview of the virtual crack closure technique (VCCT) can be
found in [52]. Recently, VCCT was implemented, as a standard analysis tool,
into several commercial finite element codes such Abaqus [53], Nastran [54] and
Marc [55], and therefore, has become a more frequently used analysis tool [41].
VCCT has successfully been used to obtain both the total strain energy release
rate and the mode mixity for cracks in homogeneous materials. For an interface
crack, the VCCT has traditionally been used to obtain the total strain energy
release rate. Obtaining mode mixity for an interface crack using the VCCT
has proven to be more challenging. However, several approaches have been
suggested to extract consistent mode mixity values using the VCCT. [56]
In addition to the classical square root singularity at the crack tip, there
exists an oscillatory singularity for cracks located at a bi-material interface.
Several investigators over the past three decades showed that when numerical
methods, such as the finite element method, are used to evaluate the total and
individual mode strain energy release rates, the individual modes do not show
convergence as the mesh size is refined near the crack tip. [41]
The methods to overcome the oscillatory singularity problem and non-
convergence have been reviewed by Krueger et al. [41]. They concluded that
practical solutions can be obtained only by few methods: the resin interlayer
method, the method that chooses the crack tip element size greater than the
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oscillation zone, the crack tip element method that is based on plate theory
and the crack surface displacement extrapolation method.
The method based on choice of crack tip element size larger than the oscil-
latory zone is explored here as a simple approach that can be easily used with
current commercially available finite element analysis software. Two sets of
models were created in Abaqus/Standard, where the interface crack problem
was represented by the DCB specimen geometry, as shown in Figure 5.6
Figure 5.6: Finite element model geometry
Figure 5.7: Element length at the crack tip
In one set of models, the thickness of both specimen arms was kept constant
and difference in bending stiffness was varied by changing the elastic moduli
ratio E1/E2. In second set of models, the elastic modulus was the same for
both arms and the difference in bending stiffness was varied by changing the
thickness ratio h1/h2. Fixed displacement boundary condition was applied on
the lower arm and vertical displacement 5 mm was applied to the upper arm.
The parametric study was setup to evaluate the effect of crack tip element edge
length, a, as shown in Figure 5.7.
The results from all models are summarized in Appendix C: VCCT results
and Figures 5.8 and 5.9. These results confirm the dependence of the mode
I and mode II components on the element length near the crack tip. This
dependence might be considered small for interfaces where bending stiffness
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of the two arms is not very different. In this case, the method of choosing
large element length might have some applicability. However, for interfaces
where bending stiffness between the two components is larger, the convergence
cannot be achieved. In fact, it is misleading to talk about convergence, as the
mode mixity at material interfaces is a function of the distance from the crack
tip and the energy release rate cannot be partitioned into mode components in
principle.
Figure 5.8: Energy release rate components vs. element size (based on different
Young’s modulus ratio)
These results show that the decomposition of strain energy release rate at
the interface of two materials doesn’t have any physical meaning, as the results
will be dependent on the distance from the crack tip. The larger is the difference
in bending stiffness the larger is the oscillatory zone and the methods suggested
by many authors as shown in [41] might only be used for limited cases, where
the difference in stiffness is not very large.
5.3 Compliance and effective crack length
When using a classical beam, the applied load and the crack length are the main
parameters used to calculate strain energy release rate. However, by measuring
the displacements, the strain energy release rate can be equivalently calculated
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Figure 5.9: Energy release rate components vs. element size (based on different
thickness ratio)
from the compliance as suggested by well-known equation
G =
P 2
2b
dC
da
(5.29)
This also enables to calculate the theoretical value of crack length, a, which
then might be used to check on the measured values of crack length, especially
when the crack length measurements includes some inherent uncertainties such
as operator dependence. From equation (5.29) the compliance might be ex-
pressed as
C =
∫ a 2bG
P 2
da+ C0 (5.30)
where C0 is the compliance with no crack present.
DCB
For DCB specimen, the strain energy release rate is expressed by equation
(5.12)
GC =
6P 2a2
b2
(
1
h31E1
+
1
h32E2
)
(5.31)
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and the compliance with no crack present is
C0 = 0 (5.32)
After substituting equation (5.31) and (5.32) into (5.30), the DCB specimen
compliance is
C =
δ
P
=
4a3
b
(
1
h31E1
+
1
h32E2
)
(5.33)
and the crack length can be calculated from displacement and applied load
as
a = 3
√√√√ δb
4P
(
1
h31E1
+ 1
h32E2
) (5.34)
ELS
For ELS specimen, the strain energy release rate is expressed by equation (5.19),
which might be shortened as
G =
18P 2a2
b2
ΩELS (5.35)
if ΩELS is defined as
ΩELS =
h1h2(h1 + h2)
2E1E2
(h32E2 + h
3
1E1)(h
4
2E
2
2 + 4h1h
3
2E1E2+
+ 6h21h
2
2E1E2 + 4h
3
1h2E1E2 + h
4
1E
2
1)
(5.36)
Compliance with no crack present can be calculated from a simple beam
theory equation for deflection of end loaded cantilever beam
C0 =
L3
3EI
(5.37)
After substituting equation (5.37) and (5.35) into (5.30), the ELS specimen
compliance is
C =
δ
P
=
12a3ΩELSEI + bL
3
3bEI
(5.38)
The crack length can be then calculated as
a = − 3
√
b (PL3 − 3dEI)
36PΩELSEI
(5.39)
Perfectly clamped boundary condition is assumed in this case. In reality,
some amount of beam root deflection and rotation is present. This can be
corrected by clamp correction factor, ∆clamp, as described in [33] and in Chapter
2.5.2. The calculated crack length from a corrected beam theory is then
a = − 3
√
b
(
P (L+ ∆clamp)
3 − 3dEI)
36PΩELSEI
(5.40)
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ADCB
For an ADCB specimen, the strain energy release rate is expressed by equation
(5.22) which might be shortened as
G =
6P 2a2
b2
ΩADCB (5.41)
where
ΩADCB =
h2E2(3h
3
1E1 + 6h
2
1h2E1 + 4h1h
2
2E1 + h
3
2E2)
h31E1(h
4
2E
2
2 + 4h1h
3
2E1E2+
+ 6h21h
2
2E1E2 + 4h
3
1h2E1E2 + h
4
1E
2
1)
(5.42)
Compliance with no crack present is the same as in the ELS case
C =
δ
P
=
12a3ΩADCBEI + bL
3
3bEI
(5.43)
After substituting equations (5.44) and (5.41) into (5.30), the ADCB spec-
imen compliance is
C =
δ
P
=
12a3ΩADCBEI + bL
3
3bEI
(5.44)
Assuming the same specimen length correction factor as in the ELS speci-
men, ∆clamp, the crack length can be calculated as
a = − 3
√
b
(
P (L+ ∆clamp)
3 − 3dEI)
12PΩADCBEI
(5.45)
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6 Results
In total, seventeen bi-material glass-carbon composite specimens were tested in
DCB, ELS and ADCB configurations as described in Chapter 4.1. The dimen-
sions of each specimen is summarized in Appendix A: Specimen dimensions,
where h1 denotes the thickness of GFRP component and h2 is the thickness of
the CFRP component according to Figure 4.1.
6.1 DCB
A typical image of a DCB specimen during the test is shown in Figure 6.1. Here
we can see that significant amount of local bending and large displacement is
involved even before the initial crack starts to propagate. This is also the
reason for nonlinearity in force-displacement curve recorded during the test,
as shown in Figure 6.2. The relatively small thickness of GRFP component in
combination with its low elastic modulus is the main cause for this nonlinearity.
This fact makes the definition of delamination onset very ambiguous and the
fracture toughness values obtained by different delamination onset criteria as
defined in Figure 2.20 can be as low as 200 J/m2 (NL definition of onset) or
as high as 1600 J/m2 (5% definition of onset) with a very high scatter between
specimens. It is clear the NL definition of the onset is not the real fracture
toughness value, because the force-displacement curve nonlinearity is caused
by other factors rather than the delamination growth. The visual definition
of delamination growth is also difficult and it is still a subject to an operator
judgement, despite the fact that the images of the test were recorded and
available for detailed inspection after the test. The 5% definition is commonly
used in fracture toughness value, although the value of 5% is arbitrary and
might not be enough for specimens with high overall compliance and vice versa.
Figure 6.1: DCB specimen opening before crack growth
Finding the NL initiation points is easier when the deviation from linearity
is plotted in a separate graph where the displacement is on horizontal axis
and the deviation from linearity, i.e. dlin − d in Figure 6.2, is on vertical axis.
This graph is shown in Figure 6.3. Here we can also notice that the part of
the plot where we are certain that the crack is growing, let’s say more than
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12 mm displacement for this particular specimen, follows a linear trend. This
can be used to define new initiation criteria which have not been considered
previously, the “deviation from linearity tangent (DLT)”. This new initiation
criterion is defined as a point, where a linear fit to the linear part of deviation
from linearity plot intersects the horizontal axis.
Figure 6.2: Force-displacement graph - delamination onset definition
Figure 6.3: Deviation from linearity tangent (DLT) initiation point definition
DLT initiation criterion gives more consistent fracture toughness results
with less scatter than both NL and 5% definitions for the 8 specimens tested
in DCB configuration. This new initiation criterion has better connection with
the actual specimen physical behaviour as it is based on its actual compliance
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rather than the arbitrarily chosen value of 5% increase in compliance. It has
been developed here for the delamination test for bi-material interface, but
the author believes that it can have some utility in general composite material
fracture toughness testing, where it can help to reduce the scatter in results
that is common with the other definitions of initiation points.
The results of DCB tests are summarized in Table 6.1. Three data reduc-
tions methods were used here: simple beam theory (BT), modified beam theory
(MBT) and compliance calibration (CC). Equations derived in Chapter 5.1 are
used for BT and MBT. CC method uses Equation (2.70), which is not affected
by the presence of the two different materials.
G [J/m2]
NL 5% VIS DLT
BT MBT CC BT MBT CC BT MBT CC BT MBT CC
DCB#1 191.3 252.0 289.8 316.6 412.6 446.5 599.3 768.6 743.0 790.9 1008.8 963.0
DCB#2 147.5 171.2 272.5 376.5 431.7 562.8 752.4 855.8 1006.0 1068.3 1209.5 1330.7
DCB#3 363.7 458.6 636.4 845.2 1041.8 1125.3 1273.4 1549.0 1545.7 1066.2 1304.9 1348.4
DCB#4 213.1 270.4 319.6 315.1 397.7 464.2 854.1 1056.7 1093.1 794.5 985.0 1022.5
DCB#5 362.7 395.4 443.1 855.2 930.4 1017.4 754.1 820.7 897.5 1083.3 1177.7 1288.6
DCB#6 441.3 476.7 496.9 1002.1 1080.8 1106.7 822.5 887.2 885.6 1175.1 1265.0 1283.5
DCB#7 743.7 779.3 838.0 1188.2 1244.7 1387.0 901.8 945.0 1027.0 1251.7 1311.2 1473.7
DCB#8 600.0 514.4 769.9 1109.6 956.8 1325.6 1008.8 869.1 1205.9 1222.9 1054.9 1517.2
mean 382.9 414.7 508.3 751.0 812.1 929.4 870.8 969.0 1050.5 1056.6 1164.6 1278.4
std 207.9 191.1 219.4 362.8 342.9 383.2 202.2 249.7 244.6 177.3 132.0 195.6
Table 6.1: DCB fracture toughness results
6.2 ADCB
ADCB specimens showed the same type of nonlinearity as seen previously in
DCB specimen and thus the conventional delamination initiation definition
(NL, 5%) is not necessarily connected with the crack propagation. An example
of force-displacement data, together with a typical specimen opening before the
delamination onset is shown in Figure 6.4.
Two variations of beam theory data reduction method, as defined by the
Equation (5.22) were used: (a) with a crack length as measured by image
processing method, i.e. BT and (b) with a crack length calculated by Equation
(5.45), i.e. BT-acalc. Also experimental compliance calibration method (CC)
is used to calculate energy release rate initiation values as defined by Equation
(2.81). The results are summarized in Table 6.2.
G [J/m2]
NL VIS DLT 5%
BT BT-acalc CC BT BT-acalc CC BT BT-acalc CC BT BT-acalc CC
ADCB#1 384.7 544.1 369.6 801.0 1018.8 769.6 1283.0 1533.6 1232.7 1151.2 1352.9 1106.0
ADCB#2 692.3 705.1 569.2 1142.6 1183.8 939.4 1559.0 1628.5 1281.8 1706.3 1799.4 1402.8
ADCB#3 167.3 419.1 182.3 912.7 1162.5 994.3 1421.3 1618.5 1548.5 1217.6 1400.9 1326.5
ADCB#4 490.7 529.1 476.0 933.0 949.7 904.9 1643.2 1619.3 1593.8 1504.6 1503.5 1459.4
mean 433.8 549.3 399.3 947.3 1078.7 902.1 1476.6 1600.0 1414.2 1394.9 1514.2 1323.7
std 218.7 117.9 166.0 142.5 113.0 95.7 158.2 44.5 183.3 258.1 200.3 155.0
Table 6.2: ADCB fracture toughness results
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Figure 6.4: ADCB force-displacement data with initiation points and crack
length measurements
6.3 ELS
Testing in ELS configuration was accompanied by unstable crack propagation
as illustrated in Figure 6.5 with an instantaneous decrease in loading force as
shown in Figure 6.6. Because of this fact, no propagation data were recorded
and it was not possible to use the experimental compliance calibration method
as in DCB and ADCB test configurations, where the crack propagation was
stable. Also the image processing for measuring the crack length didn’t prove to
be sufficiently accurate and without a stable crack propagation also unnecessary.
The only method used for the data reduction is therefore the corrected beam
theory using effective crack length (CBTE), where the effective crack length is
calculated by Equation (5.40) and energy release rate is calculated by Equation
(5.19).
There was a very little nonlinear behaviour before the crack started to propa-
gate, and therefore the NL initiation point is very close to the VIS and 5%/MAX
initiation points, which coincide for some specimens. Because of the lack of
propagation values, the newly proposed DLT initiation definition could not be
used.
The clamp correction factor needed for calculating the effective crack length
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Figure 6.5: ELS specimen unstable crack propagation
Figure 6.6: ELS Force-Displacement curve
was obtained by the method describe in Chapter 2.5.2 according to [33]. Linear
fit to the cube root of compliance vs. the free length of clamped specimen, as
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shown in Figure 6.7, gives the correction factor
∆clamp =
−5.4833× 10−2
3.6338× 10−3 = −15.0895mm (6.1)
Figure 6.7: ELS clamp correction factor
The energy release rate results for ELS tests are summarized in Table 6.3
G [J/m2]
NL VIS 5%/MAX
ELS#1 766.2 808.7 962.8
ELS#2 786.6 989.6 1055.5
ELS#3 588.9 664.9 748.3
ELS#4 776.7 1086.8 1086.8
ELS#5 267.9 967.7 967.7
mean 637.2 903.5 964.2
std 222.0 166.6 132.3
Table 6.3: ELS fracture toughness results
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6.4 Summary
Figure 6.8 shows a comparison of fracture toughness results from all three tested
configurations. Results obtained by modified beam theory and beam theory
with calculated crack length are plotted for DCB and ADCB tests rather than
a simple beam theory results, because they are believed to be more accurate.
Also result from compliance calibration method are plotted for both, DCB and
ADCB for comparison. Only method used to calculate fracture toughness in
ELS configuration was the corrected beam theory with effective crack length.
According to expectation, the deviation from non-linearity (NL) initiation
point definition yields the lowest fracture toughness results for all tested con-
figurations and data reduction methods. However, these are only included here
for completeness, as they do not represent the real fracture toughness because
other factors contribute to the non-linear behaviour of the specimen before
the crack starts to propagate. This is very significant for DCB and ADCB
specimen. In ELS, where local bending of specimen arms before the crack
propagation is smaller, the results from deviation from non-linearity are closer
to other initiation definitions.
Interesting comparison can be made between the visual onset definition
and the 5% increase in compliance definition. Visually determined values are
higher for DCB and lower for ADCB. This can be explained by generally higher
compliance of ADCB, which is affecting the 5% offset definition results. Also,
it is difficult to rely on a judgement and eyesight of a test operator and thus
the visual onset values remain only hypothetical.
The new initiation definition, deviation from linearity tangent (DLT), gives
the highest fracture toughness results, however with less variability.
Figure 6.8: Results summary
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7 Discussion
Defects in composite structures need to be considered as an important factor
that can affect their strength and load-carrying capacity. Economic aspects
of composite materials manufacture, quality control and product maintenance
require some level of defects to be present, however the safety is the primary
concern and the structural integrity needs to be assured throughout the com-
ponent life. One of the main defects with potential harmful consequences to
the structural strength of a product made of composite materials is the de-
lamination. Composite laminates are very prone to this type of defect that
usually starts from stress concentration area, such as straight edges, corners or
an interface between two components with different elastic properties.
This doctoral thesis focuses on experimental testing methods of delamina-
tions at a bi-material interface. The beam specimens made of combination of
glass and carbon composites were tested in several configurations, which are
commonly used for testing delamination fracture toughness of composite ma-
terials. The analytical equations for test data reduction were modified in order
to account for the two different materials in specimen.
One of the issues with the composite delamination testing is the measure-
ment of the crack length. Often, this measurement is done optically with a
travelling microscope and the results can be affected by the operator’s eyesight
and judgement. New method of crack length measurement by digital image
processing was developed here and proved to be very accurate with the combi-
nation of corrected beam theory data reduction method. This new method can
be applied in any test configuration with a clear opening between the specimen
arms and not only to a bi-material interface as presented here. This method
can reduce the workload of the test operator and it assures consistent results
between different specimens within the batch. Python programming language
was used for the image processing, because of its simple syntax and easily avail-
able open-source libraries for scientific computing. One of the downsides of the
current method is the slow speed of image processing. This can be improved
by implementing the method in a faster programming language.
Another problem with composite delamination testing is the definition of
the delamination onset. The onset criteria used currently are deviation from
linearity, visual observation and 5% increase in compliance, but sometimes these
criteria can produce significantly different results with a large scatter, especially
for specimens with low stiffness and nonlinear behaviour occurrence before the
crack starts to propagate. A new initiation point definition was proposed in this
thesis; the deviation from linearity tangent. This new initiation point definition
is based on the specimen physical behaviour during the crack propagation and
yields less scatter than any of the other initiation criteria.
Mode mixity is an essential parameter used in delamination fracture criteria.
However, it has been shown here that this parameter has no physical meaning
for the bi-material interface, as the mode I and mode II contribution to the
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energy release rate will always be a function of the distance from the crack
tip. An approximation of the mode mixity can be made for the interfaces
where the difference in bending stiffness is small, but the uncertainty about the
contribution of each mode grows with the larger mismatch between material
properties. The use of the fracture criteria based on the mode mix parameter
thus have significant limitation and perhaps the conservative fracture criteria,
G = GIc, can be used instead.
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8 Conclusion
The aims set in Section 3.2 were met only partially. The analytical investigation
presented in Section 5 showed that the fracture toughness at a bi-material
interface cannot be divided into mode I and mode II contribution and that
the mode mix ratio varies with distance from the crack tip. For this reason,
it is impossible to develop a failure criterion based on a mixed mode ratio.
Automatic crack length measurement method was successfully developed and
validated as described in 4.2.
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List of acronyms
4ENF Four point end notched flexure
5%/MAX 5% increase in compliance or maximum load
initiation point
ADCB Asymmetric double cantilever beam
BT Beam theory
CBTE Corrected beam theory using effective crack
length
CC Compliance calibration
CCD Charge-coupled device
CLS Crack lap shear
CMOS Complementary metal-oxide semiconductor
CRFP Carbon fibre reinforced plastic
DCB Double cantilever beam
DIC Digital image correlation
DLT Deviation from linearity tangent initiation
point
ECT Edge crack torsion
ELS End load split
ENF End notched flexure
FE Finite element
GRFP Glass fibre reinforced plastic
MBT Modified beam theory
MMB Mixed mode bending
MMF Mixed mode flexure
NL Deviation from linearity initiation point
VCCT Virtual crack closure technique
VIS Visual observation inititation point
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List of symbols
A Crack area
a Crack length or half crack length
b Specimen width
C Compliance
δ Displacement
∆clamp Critical energy release rate
E Young’s modulus
EI Bending stiffness
ε11, ε22, γ12 Strain components in material coordinate sys-
tem
F Work done by external forces
F ′xi, F
′
yi Forces at a crack tip
G Energy release rate
τmax Specimen half thickness
I Second moment of area
K Stress intensity factor
L Specimen free length
M Bending moment
N Number of cycles
P External force
φ Angle of rotation
Π Potential energy
ψ Bending stiffness ratio
S Shear strength
σ1, σ2, σ3 Principal stress
σ11, σ22, τ12 Stress components in material coordinate sys-
tem
σeq Equivalent stress
σu Ultimate stress
σx, σy, τxy Stress components in XY coordinate system
σy Yield strength
τmax Maximum shear stress
U Strain energy
u, v Displacement at nodes
XC Compressive strength in longitudinal direction
ξ Thickness parameter
XT Tensile strength in longitudinal direction
YC Compressive strength in transverse direction
YT Tensile strength in transverse direction
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Appendix B: Image processing algorithm
import numpy as np
import scipy
from scipy import ndimage
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import glob
import scipy.ndimage as ndimage
import skimage.filter as skif
def findCrackStart(current_image, minimum_width = 10, x_start = 1100):
image_height = current_image.shape[0]
count = 0
for pixel in range(image_height):
if current_image[pixel,x_start] ==1:
count += 1
if current_image[pixel+1,x_start] == 0:
if count >= minimum_width:
y_start = pixel
break
else:
count = 0
return x_start, y_start
def findCrackTip(current_image,x,y,tolerance_x, tolerance_y):
tol_Y = tolerance_y
tol_X = tolerance_x
while (tol_Y > 0 and tol_Y>0):
while tol_X > 0:
if current_image[y,x+tol_X] == 0:
x = x +tol_X
tol_X = tolerance_x
tol_Y = tolerance_y
continue
elif current_image[y+tol_Y,x+tol_X] == 0:
x = x +tol_X
y = y+tol_Y
tol_X = tolerance_x
tol_Y = tolerance_y
continue
elif current_image[y-tol_Y,x+tol_X] == 0:
x = x +tol_X
y = y-tol_Y
tol_X = tolerance_x
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tol_Y = tolerance_y
continue
else:
tol_X = tol_X-1
tol_X = tolerance_x
tol_Y = tol_Y -1
return x,y
def imageClearup(image,threshold = 30):
binary_image = (image > threshold).astype(int)
binary_image = scipy.ndimage.binary_opening(binary_image)
return binary_image
image_list = glob.glob(’*.tif’)
image_list.sort()
write_file = open(’CrackTips.txt’, ’w’)
write_file.write(’%8s %8s %8s\n’%(’stage’,’X’,’Y’))
for f in range(len(image_list)):
image = scipy.misc.imread(image_list[f],flatten=True)
stage = f
print f
image = imageClearup(image,30)
try:
x, y = findCrackStart(image)
except:
print ’Start not found’
write_file.write(’%8s %s8\n’%(stage,’StartNotFound’))
try:
x, y = findCrackTip(image,x,y,50,20)
print ’tip’ , x, y
write_file.write(’%8s %8s %8s\n’%(stage,x,y))
except :
print ’TipNotFound’
write_file.write(’%8s %s8\n’%(stage,’TipNotFound’))
write_file.close()
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Appendix C: VCCT results
h1 = h2 E1 E2 E1/E2 a GI GII
mm MPa Mpa - mm kJ/m2 kJ/m2
4 75000 100000 0.75 0.25 3.6364 0.0617
4 75000 100000 0.75 0.5 3.6556 0.0535
4 75000 100000 0.75 1 3.6854 0.0449
4 75000 100000 0.75 2 3.7331 0.0363
4 50000 100000 0.5 0.25 2.6641 0.2327
4 50000 100000 0.5 0.5 2.6971 0.2068
4 50000 100000 0.5 1 2.7437 0.1754
4 50000 100000 0.5 2 2.8069 0.1410
4 25000 100000 0.25 0.25 1.3261 0.4408
4 25000 100000 0.25 0.5 1.3716 0.3990
4 25000 100000 0.25 1 1.4349 0.3440
4 25000 100000 0.25 2 1.5143 0.2799
E1 = E2 h1 h2 h1/h2 a GI GII
MPa mm mm - mm kJ/m2 kJ/m2
100000 3 4 0.75 0.25 2.5526 0.1042
100000 3 4 0.75 0.5 2.5667 0.0971
100000 3 4 0.75 1 2.5878 0.0901
100000 3 4 0.75 2 2.6269 0.0795
100000 2 4 0.5 0.25 0.8992 0.1567
100000 2 4 0.5 0.5 0.9059 0.1522
100000 2 4 0.5 1 0.9209 0.1421
100000 2 4 0.5 2 0.9537 0.1203
100000 1 4 0.25 0.25 0.1079 0.0479
100000 1 4 0.25 0.5 0.1113 0.0447
100000 1 4 0.25 1 0.1180 0.0387
100000 1 4 0.25 2 0.1290 0.0294
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Appendix D: DCB results
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104
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Appendix F: ELS results
ELS#1
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